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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER!!!
The NEWSPAPER of the hohby!
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EARTH • MALBURIAN PERIOD • NAPOLEONIC ARMIES -30 YEARS WAR • WARS OF IHs

NAPOLEONIC PERSONALITIES

BRITISH
B.N.C.X.
B.N.CX.
B.N.C.X.

B.N.C.X.
B.N.C.X.

B.N.C.X.
B.N.C.X.
B.N.C.X.
B.N.C.X.
B.N.C.X.
B.N.C.X.
B.N.C.X.

1 Wellington.
2 Uxbrldge.
3 Hill.
4 Picton.
5 D'lancey.
6 Ponsonby.
7 Staff Officer Reading Orders
8 A.DC
9 General Sat at Table (including Table). 30p
10 Light Dragoon Scouting.
11 Mounted Officer with Telescope.
12 Picket Light Dragoon holding Carbine.

PRUSSIAN
P.N.C.X. 1 Marshal Blucher.
P.N.C.X. 2 Count Von Gneisenau.
P.N.C.X. 3 General
P.N.C.X. 4 Artillery Officer
P.N.C.X. 5 A.D C.
P.N.C.X. 6 Scharnhorst.

NASSAU
N.N.C.X. 1 Prince of Orange
N.N.C.X. 2 Staff Officer with Map.

NAPOLEONIC ACCESSORY SETS

French Napoleonic Medical Corps
2 Stretcher Bearers.
1 Wounded Soldier.

Set No. 5

1 Stretcher. Price per Set 33p

Napoleonic Camp Followers — Set No. 10
1 Cantiniere.
1 Woman Holding Child.
1 Woman Carrying Pots.
1 Woman Carrying Bundle. Price per Set 40p

Rider only lOp. With Horse 21 p.
VAT & POSTAGE EXTRA AS SHOWN.

FRENCH
F.N.C.X. 1 Napoleon.
F.N.C.X. 2 Rustan.
F.N.C.X. 3 Officer of Grenadiers.
F.N.C.X. 4 Eugene.
F.N.C.X. 5 Nansouty.
F.N.C.X 6 Ney.
F.N.C.X. 7 Lasalle.
F.N.C.X. 8 Murat.
F.N.C.X. 9 Hautpoul.
F.N.C.X. 10 Poniatowski.
F.N.C.X. 11 Bessieres.
F.N.C.X. 12 A.D.C. (Hussar Dress).

RUSSIAN
R.N.C.X. 1 Kutuzov.
R.N.C.X. 2 Prince Bagration.
R.N.C.X. 3 Field Officer Pointing.
R.N.C.X. 4 Field Officer Service Dress.
R.N.C.X. 5 A.D C.
R.N.C.X. 6 Czar Alexander.

BRUNSWICK
B.R.N.C.X. 1 Duke of Brunswick.
B.R.N.C.X. 2 General.
B.R.N.C.X. 3 Artillery Officer.
B.R.N.C.X. 4 A.D.C. with Telescope.

Baggage for Wagons — Set No. 13
Boxes, Bundle of Sacks, Packing Cases,
Officers Trunk. Price per Set 33p

Wagon Drivers — Set No, 14
1 Driver to Sit Astride a Horse.
1 Driver Seated.
1 Standing Holding.
1 Walking Leading. Price per Set 40p

PRICE LIST

Foot Casting 8p
Rider Casting 9p
Horse Casting 11 p
Camel Casting 16p
Elephant Casting 66p
Gun, Limber 40p to 45p
Strip of 5 Infantry or 3

Cavalry or Gun or Limber,
15mm Scale 1 5p

VAT EXTRA AT 8%

FULL CATALOGUE
POSTAGE RATES

INLAND

OVERSEAS — Sea

Airmail

70p
85p

f 1.75p

MANUFACTURED UNDER LICENCE BY

MINIATURE FIGURINES Ltd, Inc.
Box P, PINE PLAINS, N,Y, 12567 in AMERICA

MINIATURE FIGURINES (AUSTRALASIA)
89, WILLOUGHBY ROAD, CROWS NEST

NSW 2065 in AUSTRALIA.

Up to f1
£2

£3

£4

£5

£6

£7

£8
£9

20p
30p
40p
50p
60p
70p
80p
90p

£1.00

each £1 or part thereof thereafter

^i^CAN CIVIL WAR-AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE-100 YEARS WAR ■ RENAISSANCE

MNATURE FIGURINES LTD
2S-3Z NORTHIUH RO, SOUTHAIWTON. Tal:20855



raHINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

RELIVE 1812! CAN YOU THROW NAPOLEON BACK FROM THE GATES OF MOSCOW? THE
ARMY OF THE CZAR LIVES AGAIN IN MINIATURE. AVAILABLE NOW - OUR SUPERB RANGEOF
NAPOLEONIC RUSSIANS, EACH ONE A COLLECTORS PIECE - WHY SETTLE FOR SECOND BEST
WHEN THE ULTIMATE \k WARGAME FIGURES ARE HERE WAITING TO MARCH INTO THE
RANKS OF YOUR ARMIES.
25mm RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC FIGURES

Muskt.'toor, in gieatcoat arid fattguo c.ap. advancing
Muskotoer, in greatcoat, standaid ticarer
Miiskoteer. charging
Line Officer, in greatcoat and fatigue (:a{>
Line Drummer

L.ine Grenadier, advancing
Line Grenadier. Officer
Line Greandier, Drummer
Line Grenadier. Standard Bearer
Pavlov Grenadier, standard bearer
Pavlov Grenadier, advancing
Ivtuskeleor Officer, charging
Pavlov Grenadier, Officei
Pavlov Grenadier, Drummer
Line Jaeger, kneeling, firing
Artilleryman, with rammer
Artilleryman, with a bucket
Artilleryman, elevating gun

I  'Ni-'n Artilleryman, priming gun
Idvl.M Aitillery Officer
Itfxj,':' Musketeer m greatcoat and shako, advancing
HN.' ■ Musketeer Officer in greatcoat and shako, advancing
HNi'd Horse Artilleryman with Rammec

H<;iso Artilleryman manning gun
MNi'fi Hoise Artilleryman holding rounu
KNid" Horse Artilleryman sigliting gun
iUvli'd Horsr; Artillery Officer
HN/'J Moscow Militia with pike
UN <11 Moscow Militia with musket

Russian Napoleonic Cavalry (RNC)
HNC 1 Cossack, LH7
HNfd-' Cossa(;k. Officer. LH7
HNC < Dragoon, Trooper H4. H5
HNfM Dragoon, Officer H4. H5
HNC) Dragoon. T rumpeter H4. H5

The Norths' own Wargame and
Militaria exhibition, held once

more at the

Lancastrian Hall,
Swinton, Manchester.

NOVEMBER
H  13th & 14th

OPEN SAT 10.30 am to 7.00 pm — SUN 10.30 am to 5.00 pm

SEE LAST MONTHS AD FOR COMPETITION DETAILS.

The hall itself is but one mile from the M62 motorway and is only
20 minutes from Manchester centre by bus.
Plus: Car park for 500 cars — Bar facilities — full catering.

ItNCG Cuirassier, Trooper H2. H6
ItNCr Cuirassier. Officer H2. H6
ftNCH Cuirassier, Trumpeter H2. H6
HNC9 Hussar. Trooper LH3, LH4. LH5
HNC Id Hussar. Officer LH3. LH4. LH6
HNt~ 11 Hussar, Trumpeter LH3, LH4. LH6
ItNCt:^ Uhlan LH3. LH4, LH6. LH10
I^NCIJ Uhlan Officer LH3. LH4. LH6. LH10

/5mm RUSSIAN EQUIPMENT
AK Russian 6 pdr Cannon
AL Russian Limber

AZ Russian 10 pdr. Licorne (Howitzer)

.bmm RUSSIAN PERSONALITY FIGURE
HI GENERAL KUTZOV - commander of the

Russian Armies of Borodino

75/JBC CHASSEUR

NEW COLLECTORS
FIGURES THIS
MONTH:- fi

f !
BENASSI 75mm "

75/JBC4 Chasseur a

cheval a la garde.

JARVIS 90mm \
90/DJ1 42nd I
Highlander at
Waterloo.

4-1F0RE410Sr
MINIATURES 4-1

Available lor the first time on a Direct Mail basis only, FOREMOST MINIATURES are the
new connoiseur range for gamer and collector alike Design and excitement as never
IX.'fOlP

FOREMOST — in design, FOREMOST — in quality, FOREMOST — service.

All the listed figures are now available. S.A.E. brings you a list with further plans into
1977 and it also makes you a respected member of our mailing list.

tootFigures 9p Cavalry Riders 9p' Horses 12p'

' when available.

Cross all cheques and Postal Orders and make payable to FOREMOST MINIATURES,
Add lO'^o on ail orders below £5 for post and packing — ail orders £5 and over post free.

Sole selling agents - HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
Address all orders, elc. to:-

AVAILABLE NOW:-

Imperial Guard at Waterloo 1815

N 1 Old Guard grenadier, charging
N2 Old Guard grenadier, marching
N3 Old Guard pioneer, marching
N4 Old Guard Officer, charging
N5 Old Guard chasseur, charging
N6 Old Guard chasseur, at rest
N7 Old Guard chasseur officer

N8 Young Guard, voltigeur, charging
N9 Young Guard, voltigeur, at rest
N 10 Young Guard, voltigeur kneeling, firing
Nil Young Guard officer, charging

N12 Young Guard, field officer
Nt3 Guard Grenadier, falling wounded
N 14 Guard Grenadier, walking wounded

Landsknechts at Pavia 1524

FEl Heavy Renaissance gun
R 1 Landsknecht. gunner sighting gun
R2 Landsknecht, gunner with quadrant
R3 Landsknecht. gunner with rammer
R4 Landsknecht. gunner manning gun
f^f) Landsknecht Officer

NEW HANDBOOK OF THE HINCHLIFFE COLLECTION
Available mid-September, allow time for delivery to your favourite shop orwritedirect. OverQOO illustrations and
photographs plus more than 500 different figure colouring instructions, along with articles and hints, must make
this the best ever catalogue to come to the hobby. It's bound to become a "must" and gives a representative look
at what must be the finest and largest, most varied range available to the wargamer and collector. Complete with
the current list.
£2,00 from your retailer or £2,20 direct.

Our manufacturers in the USA.: Heritage Models Inc., 2916 BIystone Lane, Dallas, Texas 75220

We recommend HUMBROL.
AUTHENTIC
MILITARY COLOURS for all our products
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23 GROVE ROAD
LEIGH TON BUZZARD

BEDS. LU7 8SF

Ancients. Civil War Napoieonics

54mm

Ancients.

Also Available

Americon War of Ind.

16th Century Dark Ages

P  T

Foot Figures
Cavalry
Catalogue

FIGURES OF OUTSTANDING OUALITY
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1/300 MICRO-TANKS WWII
Italian
oil Ml3/40 Tank 8p
D1Z Sermovente 75/16 6p
D13 Autoblinda Armoured Car 8p

French
DF1 Char B1 Tank Bp

British
DB1 Crusader Tank 8p
DB2 Matilda Tank Bp
DB3 Valentine Tank 8p
DB4 Churchill Tank 8p
DBS Cromwell Tank Bp
DB6 British A9 Tank Bp
DB7 Vickers Light Tank Bp
DBS A13 Cruiser Tank Bp
DBS A30 Challenger Bp
DB10 Crusader III AA Bp
DB20 Number Armoured Car Bp
DB21 Stag Hound Armoured Car Bp
DB22 Daimler Armoured Car Bp
DB23 Harrington Armoured Car Bp
DB24 AEC Mk I Armoured Car Bp
DB25 Rolls-Royce Armoured Car

(1930-41) Bp
DB30 Daimler Scout Car Bp
DB31 Bren Carrier Bp
DB32 White Scout Car Bp
DB33 Number Staff Car Bp
DB34 Quad Truck Bp
DB35 Bedford QL 3-ton Truck Bp
DB36 Austin Bowser Bp
DB37 Scammell Pioneer ®P
DB38 Scammell Breakdown Crane Bp
DB39 Austin 3-ton Truck Bp
DB40 Austin 30-cwt Truck Bp
DB41 Morris 15-cwt Radio Truck Bp
DB42 Morris 15-cwt Bowser Bp
DB43 Scorpion Fiail Bp
DB44 Centaur ARV Bp
DB45 Dorchester ACV (1941) Bp
DB46 AEC ACV (1944) Bp
DB50 25-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
DB51 25-pdr Gun (Limbered) Bp
DB52 17-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
DB53 6-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
DB54 2-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
DB60 Bishop SP Gun Bp
DB61 Bofors Quad Bp
DB62 Archer 17-pdr SP Gun Bp
DB63 Priest SPG Bp
DB64 Buffalo L.V.T. Bp
DB65 CHURCHILL ARC lOp
DB66 CHURCHILL SBG lOp
DB67 CHURCHILL WITH FASCINE lOp
DB68 TRACK LAYER Bp
DB69 CHURCHILL WITH PETARD Bp

MORTAR
DB70 DO SHERMAN Bp
DB72 SHERMAN DOZER Bp
DB73 SHERMAN WITH CALLIOPE Bp

ROCKETS
DB74 ARMOURED BULLDOZER Bp
DB75 TWO SPARE FASCINES Bp

8p
German Russian
DG1 PzKpfw.l Tank Bp DR1 KV1 Tank Op

Op6p DG2 PzKpfw.l Tank Bp DR2 T34/76 Tank

Bp DG3 PzKpfw.lll Tank Bp DR3 T34/B5 Tank Op
DG4 PzKpfw.lV Tank F1 Bp DR4 KV2 Tank Bp

Bp DG5 PZ.IVF2 Bp DR5 BT 7 Tank Op
DG6 Pz. IV aus. H Bp DR6 JS II Tank Op
DG7 Tiger 1 Tank Bp DR7 Stalin Tank Op

Bp DG8 Tiger II Tank Op DRB KV/85 Tank Op
Bp DG9 Jagdtiger 8P

Bp
DR9 BA-10M Armoured Car op

Bp DG10 Panther Tank DR10 Gaz 69 Armoured Car Op
Bp DG11 Jagd panther Op DR11 T70 Light Tank Op
Bp DG12 Stug.lll Assault Gun Op DR12 T26 Light Tank Op
Bp DG13 Elefant Bp DR15 SU 76 Assault Gun Op
Bp DG14 PzKpfw. 4.7 cm. Pak(t) Op DRIB SU 65 Assault Gun Bp
Bp DG15 PzKpfw. 38(t) Op DR17 SU 100 Op
Bp DQ16 Sturmtiger Op DRIB SU 122 Assault Gun Op
Bp DG17 Nashorn 88 mm SP Gun Op DR19 JS 152 Assault Gun Bp
Bp DG18 Jagdpanzer IV Bp DR30 Qaz 4x6 Truck fPBp DG19 Marder III Op DR31 Gaz 4x4 Truck Op
Bp DQ20 Jagdpanzer Hetzer Op DR32 Gaz Jeep Op
8p DG21 Sturmpanzer IV Bp DR33 Gaz 64 y2 Track Truck Op
Bp DG22 Marder III Pak DR34 JAG 12 HEAVY LORRY Bp

76.2 mm (R) Op DR35 JAG BOWSER Bp
Bp DG23 PzFH Wespe 105 mm SP Gun Bp DR40 M39 Anti-Tank Gun Bp
Bp DG24 Hummel Op DR41 203 mm Tracked Howitzer Op
Bp DG2S Mans 9p DR42 Katyuska Rocket Launcher Bp

Sd

American
Grant Tank
Sherman Tank
Stuart Tank
Sherman Firefly
Pershing
M24 Chaffee Light Tank
MB Armoured Car
M10 Tank Destroyer
M18 Tank Destroyer
M36 Tank Destroyer
M3 V2-Track
V4-ton Jeep
DUKW

Mack 6x6 Truck

Chev 30-cwt Truck
Chev LRDG Truck
M4 Artillery Tractor
105 mm Howitzer

.Kfz 222

Armoured Car Bp
SdKfz 232 Armoured Car Bp
Sd.Kfz 234/2 (Puma) Bp
Sd.Kfz 233 Armoured
Car 7.5 U4 Bp

Sd.Kfz 234/4 Armoured
Car 7.5 Pak 40 Bp

Sd.Kfz 250 Bp
Sd.Kfz 250/8
7.5 cm L/24 Bp

Sd.Kfz 250/9
Armoured Car Bp

Sd.Kfz 250/4 80 mm
Self-Propelled Mortar Bp

Sd.Kfz 251 Va-Track Bp
Sd.Kfz 251/7

Engineer's Vehicle Bp
Sd.Kfz 251/9
75 mm L24 Bp

Sd.Kfz 251 /16
Flame Thrower Bp

Sd.Kfz 251/17
AA 20 mm Bp

Sd.Kfz 251 Rocket Launcher Bp
Sd.Kfz 7 (88 Tractor) Bp
Sd.Kfz 7 (Open top) Bp
Opel Blitz 3-ton Truck Bp
Daimler Benz 3000L truck Bp
Opel Maultier Va-Track Bp
Daimler Benz Bowser Bp
Kubelwagen Bp
Steyr 1500 Field Car Bp
Kettenkrad Bp
SiG33/150 mm SPG

38 (t) Bp
37 mm AA SPG Sp
Saurer Heavy Truck Bp
SWS 40 Va-Track Bp
Mercedes Staff Car Bp
M/C Combination Bp
Opel Radio Truck Bp
Raupenschlepper Ost Bp
5.0 cm Pak 38 (Firing) Bp
7.5 cm Pak 40 (Firing) Bp
8.8 cm Pak (Firing) Bp
8.8 cm Flak (Limbered) Bp
8.8 cm Pak 43 (Firing) Bp
105 mm Field Gun Bp
Nebelwerfer Bp
Ostwind AA SPG Bp
7.5 cm Infantry Gun Bp
15 cm Infantry Howitzer Bp
170 cm GUN FIRING Bp
170 cm GUN LIMBERED Bp
Sd 7 RECOVERY CRANE Bp

New 1/300 MICRO
THIS MONTH

G1 German Armoured
Locomotive

G2 German Armed Wagon
G3 German Flat Wagon
G4 German Petrol Wagon
R1 Russian Armoured

Locomotive
R2 Russian Armed Wagon
R3 Russian Flat Wagon
R4 Russian Petrol Wagon

RStraight Track Bp
Curved Track Bp

NEW 1/300 AIRCRAFT
DC3 DAKOTA
MIG 21 SMI (Fishbed)

SYM-WAR WWII

A new idea for

Micro Sea

Landings, Large
Scale Action,

Paratroops &
Gliders.

It's all there

Rules 75p.
Full Colour

Large Map
Sheets

(12 different and
Interlocking)

Pack of 4 for

£2.00

AUTUMN LIST GIVING NEW PRICES & CODES NOW AVAILABLE —

AGENT FOR U.S.A.
Bill Dean Books Ltd., 16641 Powells Cove Boulevard

Whitestone, New York 11357
Tel. 212 767-6632

POSTAGE AND PACKING
IK AFPO AND BFPO: 10% up to £5. over £5 Free

Overseas: 60% up to £7. 30% over £7
75% Garrison

BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS
We accept your card numbers by letter or phone in your

order to Nottingham 43457

SKYTREX Ltd
28 CHURCH STREET

WYMESWOLD

LEICESTERSHIRE

PLEASE SEND A STAMPED

SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

FANTASY RULES

(Including Middle Earth) £

PUBLICATIONS
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars
by Phil Barker (W.R.G.)

Ancient Wargames Guide (Airfix)
Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath (W.R.G.)
How to Wih Wargames (Mike Philpott
& Bob Thompson)

Armies & Enemies of Ancient Egypt & Assyria (W.R.G.)
Armies & Enemies of Imperial Rome (W.R.G.)
Renaissance Armies 1480-1650 (hard-back)
The Napoleonic Wargame. G. W. Jeffery
Armies & Enemies of Ancient China
(W.R.G.)

NEW Armies of the Dark Ages (W.R.G.)

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE
1. Western desert (hardback)
2. Russian campaign (hardback)

STRATEGY & TACTICS
GAMES

All available from SKYTREX

POST FREE

£4.55

unless otherwise marked
ORDER BY PHONE USING

BARCLAYCARD OR ACCESS

NOTTINGHAM 43457

QUAD GAMES
(4 In one pack)

Blue & Gray I (A.C.W.) £6.75
Blue & Gray II (A.C.W.) £6.75
Thirty Years War £6.75
Napoleonic £6.75
Westwall (WWII) £6.75
Modern Battles £6.75

LARGER GAMES
Fast Carriers £5.45

Global War £6.75
Sorcerer £5.45
War in the East £10.99
War In the West £15.50

These games £4.55 each
unless marked otherwise

.H. Point 12p
L.H. Point 12p

ANCIENT
Chariot
Legion
Viking
Spartan

NAPOLEONIC
Austerlitz
Borodino
La Grande Armee
American

Revolution

WWII
Ardennes Offen-
. sive

Breakout & Pursuit
Desert War
Normandy £3.99
Operation Olympic
Panzer Arm^e

Afrika
Panzer 44
Patrol

Sniper
Search & Destroy
Soldiers
Turning Point
Winter War
World War II
Moscow Campaign
Kampfpanzer
Kursk
Seelowe £3.99
Tank

PIKE & SHOT !
PERIOD
Grenadier
Frederick the Great

Musket & Pike

AMERICAN
CIVIL WAR
Bull Run

Lee Moves North
American Civil War

NAVAL

Frigate
Dreadnought
CA

Solomons
Campaign

USN
Wolfpack
Sixth Fleet

MODERN
World War II
Combined Arms

East is Red
NATO

Sinai £3.99
Mech War 77

AIR GAMES
Spitfire
Foxbat &
PHANTOM

Starforce

WARGAME RULES
LAND BATTLES
3000BC to 1250AD (W.R.G.) £1.30
Wars of the Roses - Medieval
(Decalset) 60p

Early Medieval (Birmingham) 65p
1500-1660 2nd ̂ ition (Birmingham) BOp
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) BOp
Gladiatorial Rules (Paragon) ,35p
Napoleonic Rules for 1/300 scale
G. W. Jeffeiy BOp

American Civil War
(Confederate High Command) 65p

W.W.I Land Rules (Skytrex) B5p
Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.) 75p
Armour/Infantry 1925-1950 £1.15
Micro-Warfare-Qround Forces W.W.II

(Skytrex) 55p
Leicester Micro-Warfare W.W.II 75p
1950-1975 Armour/Infantry
(W.R.G.) £1.15

W.W.II Rules-basic (Mile Philpott &
Bob Thompson) 25p

Condottieri Rules 1300-1500 65p
20th Century Skirmish Rules
(Paragon) 35p

Renaissance Rules (W.R.Q.) £1.10

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W.R.G.)
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar)
American Civil War Ironclads
(Navwar)

World War I Naval (Skytrex)
World War II (Leicester) '
Galactic Warfare Rules

Coastal Naval Warfare (Navwar)
Aerial Warfare Rules (Leicester)



SEND FOR THE WARGAME THAT'S SWEEPING THE NATION!

It's a campaign game!
A miniatures game!
A reference works!

Color-keyed reference
tables, and a big
17 X 22" wargame
playing map!

All this, and
much more,

for just

A $25 value.

Now after a year of intensive researcti, the Empire
Companies bring you REDCOAT, the exciting new
Bicentennial Wargame. For the first time, a campaign
game, miniatures game, and detailed reference work

have been combined in the most comprehensive war-

game package ever created. REDCOAT covers all the
important action of the Revolutionary War from April,
1775 to December, 1783

REDCOAT is a campaign game.
Time stands still. For the moment, you're General George
Washington, Howe, Clinton, or Greene.

You maneuver armies and fleets across a specially
designed 17 x 22" map of the North American colonies.
Your strategy Is based on comparative strengths of Bri
tish, German, French, Loyalist and American forces.
Land and sea movement, reinforcements, winter attrition

— ail are a part of your strategic moves. Your guide
is perhaps the most comprehensive ruies book ever
written for campaign warfare.

REDCOAT is a miniatures game.
You're a commander in the field. You advance your
troops, skirmish, respond to enemy moves. Controlled
bayonet charges and American firepower are vividly
portrayed. Your guide is an easy-to-use, 56-page rules
book written by Scotty Bowden, one of the nation's
leading wargame tacticians. Three color-keyed reference
cards provide small arms, rifle, infantry, cavalry and
artillery tables.

REDCOAT is a reference works.

A wealth of carefully researched historical information
adds color and excitement to each game. REDCOAT'S
37-page illustrated booklet includes a games commen
tary, historical commentary, designer's notes, plus

summary statistics on selected battles, and much more.

Dealer inquiries invited.

What wargamers say about REDCOAT:
"The most thoroughiy researched wargame I've ever
seen. Beautiluiiy packaged." G.P., Atlanta. Georgia.

"Game mechanics are so smooth we can play three or
four turns where we could play only one turn before. "
J.K., Kansas City, Missouri.

"The most significant advancement of game design in
the last decade." B.J., Denver, Colorado.

"Masterful blending of historical accuracy and play-
ability." S.A.. Dallas, Texas.

"Most complete wargame I've ever seen in my nine years
or wargaming. Best rules set ever designed for any
game. " V.N., Dayton. Ohio.

SEND FOR REDCOAT TODAY. JUST SI 1.95.

A S25 VALUE. MONEYBAGK GUARANTEE.

r■ TheThe Empire Companies
P. 0. Box 5462 (Great Southwest Station)
Arlington, Texas 7601 1
Phone (817) 261-3666

Please rush me your new Bicentennial Wargame. REDCOAT I under
stand the price is $11.95. plus $1.00 for shipping. (Texas residents
add 5% sales tax.) fvly check for $12.95 is enclosed (British residents
enclose t'7 International Money Order) I also understand your offer
includes a 100% moneyback guaiantee if 1 am not satisfied in every
way.



ROS FIGURES

and HEROICS FIGURES
Ros Figures and Heroics figures combine to bring an unrivalled selection of micro-tanks, and Heroics unique range of I/300th
scale figures together. AII our figures are made of high quality tin-lead alloy and great attention is paid to detail and proportion.

ROS WORLD WAR 11 MICRO-AFV's
German

Panzer IIB
Panzer IIP
Panzer I I Flame

Wespe
Lynx
Panzer IIIJ

Panzer I IIM
Panzer IIIN

StuG IIIG
Panzer IVD
Panzer IVFl
Panzer IVF2
Panzer IVH

StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel
Nashorn

Pz 38 (t)
Marder III SdKfz 139
Marder III H
Hetzer

Panther D
Panther G
Jagdpanther
Tiger I E
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Efefant
Brummbaer

Sturmtiger
Hanomag SdKfz 25V1N
Sd 251/10 ̂  3.7 Pak

Ostwind
Westwind

Sd 251/16 Flame
Sd 251 Rocket Launcher
Arm d Maultier Rocket L
Sd 250
So 250/9 A./C
B IV demolition vehicle
Opel Blitz
Opel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (Bp)
Schwimmwagen (Bp)
BMW * sidecar (Bp)
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz 222
SdKfz 231
SdKfz 234/1

SdKfz 234/2 Puma

Protze tractor
SdKfz 11 tractor

SdKfz 7 tractor
3.7cm Flak on SdKfz 7
Pak 35/3B
Pak 38

Pak 40

Pak 43/41

Pak 43 8.8 on cruc. trail
7 62 Pak 36 (r)
10.5cm howitzer

15cr • howitzer
17cin howitzer

8 8 Flak

7.6cm G3B mountain gun
7.5cm infantry gun
15cm infantry gun
Nebelwerfer
Karl tracked mortar (15p)

USSR
T34/7BB
T34 7BD
T34..85

KVl

KV2

SUBS
SU 100
T35

T28
JS II
JS III

ISU 152
T-2BB
BA-10
BA-32

T-70

BA-B4
GAZ-AAA

GAZ-BO
JAG-12
GAZ-67 (Bp)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT

M41 57mm AT
M44 lOOmm AT

M39 7B.2mm

M37 122mm howitzer
152mm howitzer

203mm tracked hoitzer

SU 76
SU-37-1
Komsomlets

Stalinets

RT-7

Ros Micro-AFV's are all 9p except where marked.

HEROICS FIGURES New GRS Deutsches Afrika

UK

Tetrarch

Honey
Grant
Sherman M4A1

Firefly
Matilda

Valentine II

Valentine IxX
Archer

Bishop
Churchill I I I
Churchill

SBG Bridgelayer (lOp)
Churchill AVRE (lOp)
Churchill Crocodile (10p}
Churchill Arc (lOp)
Ram Kangaroo
A9

A10

A13

Crusader 1
Crusader III

Cromwell
Comet

Challenger
Sherman Crab (lOp)
Sherman DD (lOp)
Marmon Herrington
Number A/C

Daimler S'c
Daimler A/C
Universal Carrier
Sexton
Wasp flame thrower
ACV Dorchester

ACV ABC

6 pdr
17 pdr
25 pdr
2 pdr
5 5 in howitzer
7 2m howitzer

Quad

Bedford OL

Chevrolet 15 cwt
Chevrolet 3 ton

Scoipion Flail

USA

M3 Stuart

M5 Stuart
M24 Chaffee

M18 Hellcat

M4A3 Shei man
M4A3E2

M4A3E8

M4A1 dozer

M10

M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 Priest

M12 155mrn

M3 '.-track

T19 105mm

M3 75mm GMC
Jeep (Bp)
LVT Buffalo
Greyhound M0
Studebakei 2 ton
3in AT gun
75mm Pack howitzer

105mm howitzer

155mm Long Tom
M16 SPAA

Weasel

M4 H.S. tractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
Italian

M13/40

CV L6/40
Semovente 75
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT -♦ crew

Railway Items
German Armoured Loco
(30p)
German Arm d Wagon
with turreted 105mm and
37mm AA (20p)
Pz 38tt) on flat with ramp
(15p)
Flat car for mine defence
(IQpl

German Panzerdraisine
rail patrol trolley

Russian Arm'd Loco (30p)
Russian Arm'd wagon
with T-34 turrets (20p)
Russian flat car (10p)

Curved track (Bp)
Straight track (Bp)

Rommel Personality
Set including
Rommel. Staff Officer
Dispatch riders and
Half-track {25p|

Korps (includes inf. support) 60p
SECOND WORLD WAR
GRl German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War 11 cavalry
BR1 British Infantry
BR2 British Infantry Support Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops

SRI Russian Infantry
SR2 Russian Infantry Support Weapons
SR4 Russian World War I I cavalry
USRl United States Infantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support Weapons
German DFS 230 Assault glider IQp
British Horsa Glider 25p
Hamilcar Glider with Tetrarch tank 35p

MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pact Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pact Infantry Support Weapons.

Herioics l/300th scale figurines are ideal for wargaming They are sturdy, highly detailed, take up little room, cost l/10th the price of most 25mm figures, and can be painted
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Soviet
T.70
T 62
T-55
T-55 dozer
T-55 mine-dearer
T lOM
PT-76
BMP 7BPB
BTR-40P with, swatter
BTR 60PB
BRDM 2
BRDM 2 with sagger
ASU 85
UA2-469
BM-21 rocket launcher
ZSU 23 4
ZSU 57-2
D30 1 22mm gun
152mm M-1955 how
M 55 100mm AT
Mil Ml 24 (hind)(15p)
Sukhoi Su-7 (1 5p)
BTR-50
BMD Para ARC
BM 14 RL

MB0A2
M551 Sheridan
Ml 13
Ml 63 Vulcan
Ml 14
M109
M72B CEV
Commando
XR311
M41 Walker Bulldog
M42 Duster
MGOAl Dozer
Ml 13 • Recoilless Rifle
Jeep • Recoilless Rifle
Ml 10 SP Howitzer
M548 Tracked Carrier
Bell Iroquois
Huey Cobra il 5p)
Skyhawk (1 5pl
Israeli Sherman

Swedish
S tank ■
Ikv 91 •

UK
Chieftain
Centurion

CLMiiurion AVRE Fr
FV 432 AI
FV438 Swingfire Af
Abbot Af
Sciladin Af
Saracen EF
Fox AT
Ferret Af
P ttrrel 2 6 AP
Scorpion AP
Scimitar Je
Striker AP
Rapier
Jaguar (15pl
Spartan

German
Leopard Al
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder
Geparrj
Jaydpanzei Hnkete
Jagdpanzei Kanone
Spz 12 3
Sp/ 1 1 2

French
AMX 30
AMX 13
AMX 13 • SS11
AMI H 90
EBR 75
AMX 30 155 flow
AMX-10
AMX 30 with Roland
AMX 10 with HOr
Jeep with Entac
AMX 13 • HOT

NATO infantry BOpper packof 50 NATOHeavy weapons BOp pack of 50 Warsaw Pact In!
60d pack of 50 Warsaw Pact Hy. Inf weapons BOp pack of 50. Many other periods
available send SAE for full lists.

Heroics Modern Tanks are 9p aircraft and helicopter gunships are 15p
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Europe 15% in £ £1 S2 07
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PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
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MPN2 Jagers skirmishing
MPN3 Dragoons
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MPN4 Artillery
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IF WE HAVE'NT GOT IT- WE GET IT FOR YOU!

for Collectors,Wargamers.Modelmakers & Hobbyists of all ages

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD

Figures • Models• Kits • Conversions Tools • Materials • Books■ Prints• etc

A SPECIAL SERVICE FOR ALL MILITARIA ENTHUSIASTS.

WE STOCK HINCHLIFFE- MINIFIGS-AIRFIX- PHOENIX-
HISTOREX- GHQ MICRO-ARMOUR - HASEGAWA -
GREENWOOD & BALL - TAMIYA - FUJIMI KITS - OLD
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post-^ar years. With the advent of commercial television he set up a studio in
Wimbledon and entered the Toys & Games field - designing and producing prototype
models (masters) for toolmaking for plastics production. On the early military side
he designed models for Herald Miniatures (later Britains), Johillco, Crescent Toys,
Lines Bros, Louis Marks (USA) etc. Later transferred his studio to Spain, where hia
work for the leading manufacturers 'revolutionised' the production of plastic
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ment & Production with Suhhuteo Sports Games Ltd.
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concentrate on militaria modelling and offer a new studio service. Whilst most
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CAN help you out of trouble i We are assured they also welcome private commissions,
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YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS, WHY NCT GIVE 'ERIK' A RING AT TUNBRIDGE WELLS (0892) 57624 ?
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EDITORIAL

efforts to ensure that the table-top battlefield is a
realistic miniature representation oJ actual countryside, enibeiJ ished ivitli j oads, l ivers, bridges,
villages, etc., etc. The end result is as near small-scale peilection as it, is possible to achieve
and competently photographed could well be taken lor actual battle lilms or stil ls Irom protessionally
made war movies. But then, having painstakingly achieved such a degree ol periection, most waigamers
permit their beautiful battlefields to become a travesty ol real-life by being litteied with rule
books, tape measures, dice, cigarette packets, ashtrays, glasses, empty beer cans, pencils and a host
01 other seemingly essential items that litter the back areas o! the jield. Ij you believe 1 am
exaggerating, just wander quietly round scrutinising wargames tables and sec i; 1 am not right 1 At
almost every public demonstration 1 have ever seen, and this particularly applies to external events
such as the Model Engineers Exhibition, these cluttered illusion-destroying tables and the presence
Oj dice cause the onlooker to associate wargaming with Monopoiy. Because, to a large extent the by
stander, unaware of the deep background and thought to the hobby, judges us by appearances which could
well be the reason for the long uphill fight the hobby of wargaming has had to establish itself - it
is burdened enough with the label of "playing with toy soldiers" and cei'tainly needs no man-made
confusion as a further handicap.

What is the point
of wargaming junk to ru
hard as the wargame its
practice. Try and put
remarks by your fellow
off the table-top battl
game but it is not diff
smaller side table or a

extraneous impedimenta.

ol going to such trouble to achieve authenticity and then allowing a collection
in the effect? It is going to take a whole-hearted campaign, fought almost as
elf, to re-educate wargamers and wean them away from this pernicious and untidy
your own house in order and you will find surpiised glances and slightly snotty
players at any insistence of tidiness by attempting to have extra items kept
efield. Admittedly much of this material is essential to the conduct nf the
icult to find a relatively easy solution to the problem and it only needs a
shelf built underneath the wargames table to find a new and proper home for
Wargaming Ecologists - make yourselves heard and clean up the hobby I

It seems that the semi-feud between wargamer Dave Millward and umpire Phil Barker mentioned in
our September Editorial came to an unfortunate head at the National Wargames Convention in Hull
recently. A neutral witness tells me that before the game Dave Millward took the precaution of clear
ing with both the game umpire and the tournament referee his interpretation of one aspect of the War-
games Research Rules under which the final was to be fought, subsequently planning his tactics with
that knowledge in mind. However, when attempting to implement this interpretation, he was ruled out
of order by the game umpire and his appeal to the tournament referee was similarly rejected. In the
discussion that followed, my witness tells me that Millward dispDtyed unusual restraint in spite of
being personally abused by an official before being disqualified from the Final. This reminds me a
hit of the manner in which football referees send players off the field for working off their frustra
tions by swearing at them and yet allow others to perpetrate fouls and tackles of the most dangerous
nature! But if this what top class wargaming has come to then the sooner the heated competitiveness
of public contests gives way to peaceful domestic wargaming the better!

DON FEATHERSTONE
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NAPOLEONIC SQUARES

French cavalry destroyed three British infantry battalions in three minutes at Albuera but it
was the open-flanked line formation of the infantry rather than the rain that did the damage.
Infantry lines three or more ranks deep did sometimes repel cavalry but they could always be over
lapped and their flanks turned. On the very rare occasions that cavalry broke into infantry squares,
the foot soldiers were exhausted, their morale was low or they had taken heavy losses; lances some
times prised an opening and rain rendered muskets useless. It was the presence of artillery rather
ihan a cavalry threat that forced a square to surrender at Dresden.

An infantry square was usually formed by a battalion although two battalions sometimes combined;
in Egypt and Russia the French divisional squares had artillery at the corners and between the battal
ions; cavalry, headquarters and train sheltered inside the formation. Squares were formed in the
following manner:-

Vith battalion in line, the two centre companies stand fast and the remainder wheel or file back
to form the flank and rear faces of the square. From open column, forming on the leading"company,
companies wheel to right and left to form the flanks while rear company closes up and faces about.
From close column the rear company faces about, files on the flank of each centre company face out
wards with N.C.O's filling up small gaps between the flank of the companies. From column of companies
it took about 30 seconds to form a square; wargames rules should allow for a time lag to cover aware
ness of the need to form square and for necessary orders to be given.

Squares were usually formed with the front ranks kneeling and, after firing the first volley, they '
"set" their bayonet-tipped muskets in the same way as pikes; after firing their volley the second
ranks crouched low while the third and subsequent rank did not fix bayonets.

British battalions formed square four ranks deep with a front face of four ranks each of 34 men
and rear faces of four ranks each of 26 men. Each face was about 60 feet in length and the open space
inside was about 39 feet wide. All other European armies normally formed six ranks deep on each face
although there is considerable recorded evidence that indicates three ranks.

A combination of cavalry, artillery and infantry are most likely to succeed against a square,
which is an almost unmissable packed target for artillery and musketry while its own fire-power is
reduced by three-quarters because only a quarter of the men facing the enemy can fire. Because it
could always out-range them, cannister against squares was a classical tactic - Wertingen in 1805 is
an example of this and at Quatre Bras steady infantry (the 42nd Regiment) caught in the act of forming
square were able to beat off cavalry who had out-run their guns. With the cavalry close enough to
force the infantry into square, horse artillery flays its packed ranks with cannister; then supporting
infantry move up and deploy into line (the infantry in square dare not deploy for the forthcoming
fire-fight or they can be rolled up by the nearby cavalry). With an advantage of 4 to 1, the attacker's
fire can so shake the square that the supporting infantry are able to charge home. To prevent this
happening, enemy horsemen should be held off by a friendly cavalry force and the square supported by
horse artillery thrown well forward or in the space between the squares, firing until the last moment
when the gunners run to the protection of the nearest square, throwing themselves on the ground beneath-
the front-rank bayonets. If time allowed, they removed a gun wheel and brought it back with them.
Courageous gunners often remained with their guns, sheltering beneath them while the cavalry attack
flowed past on either side, as did Mercer's men at Waterloo.

Horses dislike stepping on a prone man and refuse to charge into a solid obstacle so that a
bayonet-fringed, solid-looking wall of unyielding infantry caused cavalry to swerve round the "island".
The deciding factor was the coolness of the infantry which obviously affected the quality of their
musketry. Accurate musketry required steady infantry who could wait until the enemy was right upon
them before they fired - at Quatre Bras it "broke and shattered" the French' cavalry. Even when fire
was delivered at 30 paces Fortescue relates that cavalry was turned back in confusion. The number of
casualties inflicted upon the cavalry was not always decisive (the Thin Red Line at Balaclava killed only
a few Russian Hussars but turned them back). It was a question of morale, balanced between big men
wearing cuirasses and riding large horses against an unflinching wall of infantry fringed with 18-inch
bayonets.

The length of the face of a square only allowed about 18/20 cavalry to attack it at a time; being
in more than two ranks added little if any power to the attack and bodies of men and horses piled up
in front of the square from previous attacks gave it increased strength and protection. When attacking
a line, cavalry were forced into its centre because there was nowhere to swerve to avoid impact and,
providing the line did not look too solid, the horses would go forward; the 3-deep line was the very
minimum depth that allowed the slightest chance of warding-off cavalry. At Salamanca, Ferrey deployed
seven battalions in a 3-iieep line with a battalion in square on each flank. In a wargame a square
with reasonable morale should be almost invulnerable to a non-lancer cavalry charge.

During the Napoleonic Wars the lance was an effective weapon against the sword or the bayonet, but,
when used against trained infantry in square who could fire musketry volleys, lancers do not appear to
have been any more successful than other types of cavalry.

ANSWERS TO QUIZ OF THE MONTH on Page

Wounded on 21st March 1801, at Alexandria, he died on 28th March.
Landing in Bay of Aboukir 8th March 1801.
Mandora 13th March 1801.
Alexandria 21st March 1801.
Marabout 17th August 1801.
(a) 27 September 1810; (b) 13 November 1838; (c) 10 February 1846; (d) 27 June 1743;

n  ■. ~ (•^) 16 December 1944-13 January 1945.Major-General Sib PercyTHSbartR.T.R. uanuaxy
General Kurt Student



TALKING WARGAMING

Here is an idea to solve the argument that arises in an Ancient game when spearmen throw their
missiles and cannot be spearmen again hut become normal swordsmen. My idea is when the spearmen
throw, a bundle is placed at the point of impact. A bundle is just a block of wood about k" long and
1" wide, drilled with about 12 holes, in which removable cocktail sticks are placed at the rate of f
of the missiles thrown into the bundle. Thus 12 spearmen throwing, 8 sticks are placed. The rest are
considered lost. The sticks in the bundle can be taken by the target-unit on the next move, they may
take the spears and use them. If the target-unit retreats that move, or if the unit is destroyed by
the volley, the first unit to arrive at the bundle, can use it. Each time spears are thrown, \ of
them are lost-

ooOoo

ARMIES IN IQIA

In I9IA the normal Continental infantry division was formed of about 16,000 men organised in two
infantry brigades made up of four 3 battalion regiments; an artillery brigade of twelve 6 gun batter
ies of medium guns, with supporting engineer, signal, medical and supply units; it was usual to have
an attached cavalry regiment. Continental armies included small independent cavalry divisions
organised in corps of two or more divisions each. An army corps consisted of two or three infantry
divisions. At that time the German manpower system was the most highly organised in the world and 50^
of its yoiith were conscripted for two years service on reaching military age. To a far greater extent
than their foes, the German reserve troops had been given such advanced training that they were
immediately available for first line use; this gave them an advantage of 3:2 over the French in the
opening battles of the war. With a smaller population France called up SOjS of her available youth for
three year service, the men remaining in reserve cadres after they had finished their time (as in the
case of all of the other combatants in World War I except for Britain in the initial stages), their
armies were all conscripts trained and moulded by a nucleous of career officers and N.C.O's.

When Britain mobilised in August 191^, thousands of reservists had to be absorbed in about three
days, some of whom had been as long as nine years away from the colours and inevitably some did not
take to it very kindly. Many were out of condition and some had feet that had grown so that their old-
size boots did not fit; in the grilling weather of those August days battalions soon took on a ragged
appearance, accentuated in the weariness, exhaustion and puzzlement of the first week of the retreat
from Mons.

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH

1. Where and when was General Sir Ralph Abercromby killed?
2. Name the battles fought in Egypt against the French in 1801.
3. Date of the battles of (a) Busaco; (b) Khelat; (c) Sobraon; (d) Dettingen; (e) German

Ardennes offensive.
4. Who commanded the British 79th Armoured Division in 1944 (the "Funnies")?
5. Who was the famous German airborne commander, prominent (by accident) at Arnhem?

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by Don Featherstone

I have been wargaming for nearly 20 years without ever consciously bothering about ground or time
scales - and my wargaming does not seem to have suffered either in realism or enjoyment. Why do war-
gamers worry so much about these aspects? In this connection Martin Bates article (elsewhere in this
Newsletter) is almost incomprehensible to me!



BRITISH COLONIAL "SMALL" WARS

SIKKIM - 1888

Early In 1888, TiLetan troops occupied part of Sikkim on the borders of Tibet, an area over which
Britain had treaty rights. With the objective of turning the Tibetan garrison out of Lingtu, Colonel
T. Graham R.A. took the field, on 25th February 1888, with 200 men of the 2nd Bn. Derbyshire Regiment;
AOO men of the 13th Bengal Infantry and 700 men of the 32nd Pioneers with k guns of the Royal
Artillery, Ordered not to invade Tibet, he was instructed that, if attacked, he could pursue his
attackers over the border and he was to try to effect surrender or dispersion of the Tibetan garrison
without loss of life on either side.

Hampered by thawing snow at 12,600 feet above sea level the force advanced along a steep road
through a bamboo jungle in two columns to attack and capture without loss some stockades and a rudi
mentary fort garrisoned by Tibetans armed with matchlocks, bows and slings. During the operation
archers in the trees fired large numbers of arrows without much effect. Later, in June, about 3,000
Tibetans attacked the Base Camp at Gnathong and were repulsed after three hours heavy fighting with
the loss of 100 men against British casualties of 3 killed and 11 wounded. These operations were
made unpleasant for the force through incessant rain - the average rainfall in this area is lAO inches
and lasts from May to November.

Graham was reinforced until he had 1^700 men with A guns and in September the force turned out to
attack a wall four feet high and three miles long constructed by the Tibetans on a ridge near the
Jelap-La-Pass. It was manned by about 7,000 Tibetans who ineffectively discharged jingals and smooth
bore cannon but were soon demoralised by the artillery as Graham advanced in a heavy mist with the
Gurkhas, the Derbyshires and the Pioneers taking position after position.

THE HAZARA FIELD FORCE

On 7th September 1888, a punitive expedition under Brigadier-General J.W.McQueen was sent into the
Black Mountains to punish tribes for killing two British officers and four Ghurkhas. Totalling nearly
9,500 officers and men, the expedition consisted of three Mountain Batteries; one Company of Sappers
and Miners; nine Bns. of Native Infantry; Royal Irish Regiment; Northumberland Fusiliers; Suffolks;
Seaforth Highlanders and Royal Sussex, plus Gatling guns. No tents were taken and the only baggage
allowed was half a mule load for each officer and 16 lbs per other rank. Each man carried 70 rounds
of ammunition with 30 rounds per rifle loaded on to mules; five days food supplies were carried.

Marching out in five columns on JrA October 1888, the force were fiercely engaged almost at once
in rocky and mountainous country and over steep slopes and crags. The paths were so steep that even
the mules could not ascend them and fourteen mules were killed by falling over precipices'while one
mile long ascent took a column twelve hours to cover. Constant casualties were caused by tribesmen
sniping at camps*during the night and many villages were destroyed during hard and bitter fighting
before the tribesmen submitted and were dispersed. British casualties consisted of 2 officers and 23
men killed, 3 officers and 5'i men wounded. The columns were back in British territory on 13th October.

OPERATIONS IN THE BLACK MOUNTAINS - 1891

On 12th March 1891 Major-General W.L.Elles marched out with a force of 7,300 officers and men
with 15 guns, including Seaforth Highlanders; Royal Welsh Fusiliers and K.R.R.C. Working in two
columns, the force were heavily engaged in the narrow streets of Kanar village where the enemy fired
from the flat rooftops. Through the force occupying all the commanding ground within range, the
tribesmen were forced to withdraw. Those tribes who did not make their submission had their villages
burned and the British force returned by 9th June, having lost 9 killed and 39 wounded.

EXPEDITION TO THE ZHOH VALLEY - 1890

Major-General Sir G.S.White led the Zhoh Field Force into the Zhoh Valley on 1st October 1890 to
capture Dost Muhammad, a rebel leader but unable to find him or his band of outlaws, there was no

Subsequently Sir George White decided to impress the natives by marching troops to the top
of the celebrated Takht-i-Suliman, the highest part of the great mountain range, using paths up the
precipitous eastern face that were considered impassable even to mountain cattle and sheep. Often
scrambling up on hands and knees after lying sleepless under 6 of frost at night, the men accomplished

Writing in his despatch General White said; "The ascent was by far the most
7 physical operation 1 have ever called upon soldiers to perform, and the fact that the Britishsoldiers and Baluchi sepoys, fully accoutred, scaled these dangerous heights, will not be lost on the

Shiranis." (the local tribesmen).

THE SECOND MlRANZAl FIELD FORCE - 1801

Although not such fine men nor as formidable as the Afridis, the Ovakzai tribe were wiry mountain
eers who had frequently been troublesome so that punitive expeditions consisting of native troops had
been sent against them in the past. Brigadier Neville Chamberlain in 1863; Major Jones and Lieutenant
P. Cavagnari in 1868; and in 1869 two company's of the 36th Foot took part in an expedition under
Lieutenant Colonel Keyes. The first Miranzai Field Force under General,Sir William LockharA went out
in January 1891, encountering light opposition but sustaining 33 cases of frostbite because of the 20°
below freezing night-time temperature. After an apparently successful operation the force broke up
but a few days later further murderous and treacherous attacks were made on small parties of troops!
Lockhart raised another force of about 7,AGO men including King's Royal Rifles and half a battalion'of
the Manchester Regiment, marched out on 17th April 1891. Covering a lot of ground, the operations were

culminated in the blowing-up of their defensive towers in the presence of tribal
gatherings. Two powerful tribes had their countries traversed and mapped for the first time and the
Afridis in the Khanki Valley were shown that the British had the power to reach them. Total British
casualties between Ath April and 15th May amounted to 28 killed and 73 wounded.



EXPEDITION AGAINST THE ISAZAI TRIBES - 1892

In 1892 there was a widespread coalition among the tribes in the Chagarzai
British Almost wiThL? precedent on this border, the situation could be compared with the ̂ bela
outbreak of 1863 and, similarly due to a misunderstanding, the unrest was stimulated by the beliefthS rLitish force wirgoing to march through Chagarzai territory to Thakot. Consequently Major-
General Sir William Lockhart mounted an expedition, consisting of 6,250 men and 2 guns, which marchedourin Sentember 1892 trconfront the Isazai tribes at Baio. Reaching the village without any opposi
tion tS^^orcrdesiLyed the fort and then withdrew. The expedition is chieny notable for the first
recorded use of the Maxim machine-gun on the frontier. Also exceptional was the unusually indifferent
health record of the force who lost 2k men through cholera.

SOMALILAND - 1890

Following an attack on a caravan by the White Isa tribe, in January 1890
consisting of a Naval Detachment; the Bombay Infantry and local levies. J;°tJ?tion
tory of the tribe, the force were heavily attacked while within a zariba built for "ight Protection,
losing k killed and l6 wounded including the commander of the force in beating off the enemy,
tribe was punished by having their encampment burned and their stock driven off.

MANIPUR - I89I

In 1890 the ruler of Manipur State voluntarily abdicated and his brother was appointed Regent in
his pJLe - a Jftuati^n that ncLssitated the Government of India demonstrating its strength by send-
ins- a militarv mission to the area. 400 men of the Gurkha Rifles were sent as escort to the ChielJoLLsi;™; li;- „rce .countered difficulty 5. ?r
Incises In Anril I89I a force of about 4,000 men including the 4th Bn. K.R.R.C. with some aitiiieii,
were sent out and after encountering spasmodic but stubborn resistance reached Manipur later in the
month. Manipur State was then declared forfeit to the British Crown.

THE WAZIRISTAN FIELD FORCE - 1894
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on 30th March the Waziristan Field Force was broken up.

THE TOCHl FIELD FORCE

d'r:L;ud i„ u c..,pai^

dysentery.

OPERATIONS AGAINST THE OVAKZAIS AND CHAMKANNIS - 1897

There h.d h.en s.oulderlng dlscohteut a.ohg rO^torce.euta
L-:rtr,rihe;t|l f. FU lllera Ou^dVlh^augu^

out with a force composed of 180 Scots lusiii , ^ J uoq+ qA nf thp Scots Fusiliers had

SIfrrJtriaJi TrSa?"!: ;»."JhrLri?'ih?L'"l,.:''lof.rLaaal..ee .ere
2 killed and 1 officer and 7 men wounded.

Reinforcements arrived at Kohat on the following day including 2nd Royal Irish P®Siment and a^^^

made their submissions."Consequently, ̂in^due ̂ course ^t^te^'lirparuLi "

»rr:;ifM."de:;sj "rLrfS:""n£:?„ry:r 2r^^^;a^ifre;rK
overseas."

(Author not known)



NEW GAMES FOR OLD

Christopher L. Scott

In the past I have been one to decry the ready-availability of everything as the instigator of
jaded wargame palettes and the general decline in the quality of the hobby. Yet, 1 believe 1 have
recaptured some of my early excitement by discovering a ready-availability of my own.

1 contend that we older hands have not tired of wargaming, but have simply exhausted the stimu-
lous of something new. The troops which line the shelves of our wargames rooms cover the range of
major periods and fighting styles; and over the years we have been through fashions and fads, going
deeply into one era then another until now our collections are vast, our knowledge sizeable but our
enthusiasm is low.

However, 1 have rekindled my excitement and opened up a whole series of possibilities by mixing
periods! Before purists and arch-realists throw up their arms in horror, or some manufacturer brings
out 'Time Warp - NapolepnJ.s advance on Imperial Rome', 1 ought to explain that this means the use of
various types of troops employing their indigenous styles of warfare against enemies different from
those they normally face, yet the confrontation being set in a historically-founded situation. Set
out below is a selection of ideas for games in this concept, many of them have brought me both en
joyment and tough military problems.

Tanks + World War 11
World War 1

Medievals

Medievals

Medievals + E.C.W.
Medievals

E.C.W.

E.C.W.

E.C.W.

E.C.W.

Marlburian

Marlburian

Napoleonics
Napoleonics
Napoleonics
Napoleonics
A.C.W.

Napoleonic Cav + W.W.I
N.W.Frontier + Arabs

N.W.Frontier + Arabs
E.C.W

N.W.Frontier + Arabs

Jacobite Highlanders

Jacobite Highlanders
A.W.I Indians

N.W.Frontier

Arabs

N.W.Frontier
A.W.I. Indians

N.W.Frontier
A.W.I. Indians

A.C.W.

Frontiersmen
W.W.I.

Nazi Invasion of Poland

Mussolini's Abyssinian War
Crusades

1st Hapsburg Valois War
Siege of Malta
Edward I's Highland

Campaign
Covenant War

Settlement of American

Colonies

Establishment of E.India

Co.
Occupation of Tangier
Clive's Campaigns
American Indian Wars
Mahratta Wars

Tecumseh's Rising
Spanish American War
Texan Revolution

Franco Prussian War

They all give a great deal of fun and can be played using two sets of rules though they demand
basic knowledge of the situation and understanding of the periods involved. And believe it or not
there are still things to convert and invent .... where do 1 get musket and machete wielding slaves
and how do 1 make fields bf cane for the CdEibbean Sugar Wars?

SIMPLIFYING THE NAPOLEONIC GAME

by Martin Bates (of Madrid)

Following the June editorial, a few thoughts occurred to me on the simplification of the Napoleo
nic game. Since defending infantry were unlikely to be able to fire more than a single effective
volley, even against attacking infantry, the assessment of musketry at different ranges is unnecess
ary - whether or not the defenders held their fire to loose-off an effective volley at short range
would depend almost entirely on their morale. Thus 1 am now going to use a system where the attackers
move through the whole musketry zone to contact in a single 2j min.move. The defenders then test
morale (2 normal dice with additions and subtractions according to circumstances), and DOUBLE the
morale scores to give a percentage effectiveness, except for morale scores 2, 3, ^ - indicating that
the unit breaks without firing. Units with morale score 5-9 are considered shaken and break (after
firing) if the attack is pressed home. Similarly the attackers may be broken by fire or (more prob
ably) flinched into not attacking this move, when they may be counter-attacked. Nor need units neces
sarily be calculated in MEN; if Paddy Griffiths can effectively fight battles with units having only
6 status points, then our 20 or so per battalion should be more than sufficient to adequately reflect
a unit's status. At the same time the effect of artillery fire can be simply calculated according to
range, without the general having to worry too much about the type of projectile, unless of course
trying to set houses on fire with howitzer shell, etc.

So far 1 think 1 am on fairly safe ground, but 1 am less sure of myself when considering the
length of real time represented by 1 period. The reduction of defender's musketry to 1 shot means
that periods can be increased in length. Personally, I think that there is a fascination in the idea
of 10 or 15 minute moves, but do not quite see how this works for artillery. There should be so many
possible combinations of wheel/move/fire"limber/unlimber. Don't you have to have some kind of effec
tiveness per minute rating? We have already had a most interesting article from Paddy Griffiths on
his 10 minute system, perhaps to this could be added a similar article from Harry Gerry (to add to
his July and September '75 contributions). 1 have also read an article in the September and October
68 editions of the NEWSLETTER by Alan Hansford Waters in which he expounds the merits of large-scale
battles with a regimentally based system - I would welcome more details of this from him. 1 think
that Paddy Griffiths is right - we can simplify at the same time as we increase the realism of our
games - all that remains is to find out how!
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LETTERS
"While re-reading Wargamer's Newsletter for March 1976 I came across a letter by Graham Evens

which caused me to look into the organisation of my own battalions, although as yet these are few in
number. From the Orders of Battle in Ugo Pericoli's "Armies at Waterloo" I have worked out the follow-
ing! —

The Imperial Guard infantry numbered 13,026 men divided between 23 Battalions of the Old' Middle
and Young Guard Regiments present. This works out at 565 men in each battalion, with a company
strength of about 95. These figures are almost identical to Line infantry battalions. Donzelots
division of the 1st Corps under D'Erlon contained 5132 men divided into 9 battalions. This gives a
battalion strength of 570 men, again 95 per company.

•  , Guard battalions seem to be much larger. Cooke's Guard Division contained 4061 menin^ battalions, over 1,000 men per battalion, that is about twice the size of the equivalent French
battalion. Company size would be about equivalent (100 men), there being ten companies to a British
battalion as opposed to the French six.

Figures for British Line infantry are amalgamated with those of Dutch and Belgian regiments in
cluding Landwehr units. Numbers of battalions are not specified so it would not be reliable to work
out their sizes, even assuming British, Dutch/Belgian and Landwehr battalions had the same complement.
It does however state that the size of 2nd Battalion 81st Regiment on garrison duty in Brussels
amounted to 470 all ranks. Could it be that British Line and Guard units were of different sizes?
This would perhaps explain the variety of numbers in Graham Even's letter.

My own cavalry organisation being very sketchy I wonder if any reader could furnish me with
numbers and organisation of French and British cavalry down to squadron level?"

Charles King of 22 Stream Farm Close, Lower Bourne, Farnham, Surrey.

ooOoo

"Another highly successful meeting of the Victorian Military Society was held at the National
Army Museum, London, on September 11th, with a full programme whieh kept members oecupied until the
museum closed. An American member, Lynn Bodin of Seattle, gave an entertaining talk on eolonial war-
gaming in the U.S A., illustrated by colour slides of model armies and gunboats, and backed by
stirring and spine-ehilling music. This was followed by a debate between Dave Langley, trying to
convinee members by means of detailed break-downs of the battle and forces, that the British did not
lose Isandhlwana because of lack of ammunition, and Ian Knight, who maintained the traditional
version, backed by quotes from Zulu sources. The meeting ended with another slide show, this time of
Zulu War and Boer War battlefields, and an all too brief opportunity to examine model soldiers brought
along by Mike Hobart and some rare Boer prisoner of war carvings.

The next meeting will be at the National Army Museum at 2 p.m. on December 4th; non-members
welcome. Anyone interested in learning more about the Society should contact George Brunckley 9
Richards Close, Harlington, Hayes, Middlesex."

Terry Wise, Press Officer of the Victorian Military Society.

ooOoo

"1 was interested in Mr. Bennett's note in the July issue on Chaturanga and Go. I think I would
agree with him that the various forms of kreigspiel are derived from chess. Chess has produced many
varieties, including chess kreigspiel. Remembering the remark in "Little Wars" about produeing "a
+u kreigspiel" there may well he a line chaturanga - chess - kreigspiel - wargaming. "Go^'on theother hand seems to have come down in a straight scarcely unaltered line from an age much earlier

than chess. Incidentally I saw a paperback copy of Edgar Rice Burroughs novel "The Chessmen of Mars"
in a shop the other day; I have always intended to try out the rules E.R.B. gave for the Martian game
but never got down to it as I think Burroughs never actually tried out his game himself. Penguin '
Books have just published a paperback introduction to Go, and also a paperback edition of a Japanese
novel based on the game "The Master of Go". This is about the umpteenth time I have bought a hard
Dack edition of a "book and then soon after found out it is either issued in paperback or "remaindered"'
It IS the American Boorman in "The Protracted Game" who argues that Chairman Mao's political and
military strategy is based on Go. Galaxy Books published a paperback edition of this about a year ago
Seeing how the Russians are stirring up things in Africa it looks as if they have also learned Go as
well as chess - even if they do not exactly welcome their Chinese brethren. I fervently agree with Mr
Bennett s hope that either chess or Go strategy remains in the area of operational research or confines
Itself to little (real) wars. What a superb operation the Israelis raid on Entebbe was; it is a pitv

nnu ^ a Government with similar guts. The raid has already produced two paperbacks "OperationThunder by Yehuda Ofer (Penguins) and "90 Minutes at Entebbe" by Stevenson (Corgi). Ineidentally
how much I endorse your remarks about the ingratitude shown by our Government to Rhodesia - it was a
different story in 1940!"

W.Thurbon of Cambridge.

—ooOoo



THE SKIRMISH LINE

by Mike Blake & Ian Colwi l l

AT LAST - THE NAPOLEONIC SKIRMISH RULES!

Yes, all our promises have finally come true, gentle and patient reader. The
Napoleonic Rules are now out and available from us at 24 Mi l l Road, Gi l l ingham,
Kent ME7 1HN at £1.40 per copy, which includes 20p postage & packing (which
means that the price over the counter is only £1.20). A fanfare of trumpets is per
haps appropriate because they represent a major step in our progress, as they are
the first set which we have produced since Steve Ourtis's death and therefore with

out the benefit of his talent and faci l ities. This has meant that we have had to

make a number of concessions to the harsh outside world in keeping production
costs down. The new rules are A4 format instead of the old quarto size of our
previous rules - the only reason we stuck to the smaller size was because Steve
had loads of that size paper left from his printing business.

When we first planned these rules, we saw them as a set of Napoleonic Skirmish
Rules, and spoke of them as such. However, as we worked through the numerous
drafts and played test games we real ised that once warfare is broken down to the
skirmish level, and one is deal ing with men as individuals rather than mere

components of a regiment or battal ion, the distinction between periods becomes
blurred. The real differences l ie in the weapons and the kind of troops being used.
To capture the flavour of the Napoleonic Period, it is necessary to do so in the
situation which is set up, in the uniforms and weapons of the troops, and in the
types of combatants used. The mechanics of the rules, movement, actions, firing,
melee, are not unique to the Napoleonic Period alone - men have always acted and
fought in this way, with only the trappings and trimmings changing. So we real ised
that it was really the weapons which were the control l ing factor, hence our change
to the title Fl intlock and Ramrod. This period was dominated by the l imitations
of the Flintlock Muzzle Loader, and it is around this fact we have based these rules.

These Rules are therefore designed to cover smal l scale actions, particularly at
platoon and company levels, from the early 18th

^  century to the mid 19th century. The British
fought the French throughout the world, and
especially in India and North America between

1730 and 1760, and British Legions consisting
MgS of troops made redundant by the Peace of Vienna

1815, fought in Portugal and South America

second half of the 19th century using
weapons covered by these Rules.

range of skirmishes in the Napoleonic Period

^  Iv alone is almost endless. There are the French
^ / against Cossacks 'n Russia, Mamelukes in

Egypt, Spanish Guerillas in the Peninsula. The

British were also in the Peninsula, of course,
where the Rifle Brigade made their mark; in South America, for example the Fiasco
at Rio de Janeiro; in North America burning Washington in the War of 1812; and in

India fighting Maharattas, French, and Gurkhas.



The Rules follow the l ines of our previous Skirmish Rules in that they are based
on our percentage dice calculation system. However, the longer reloading times
have caused us to modify the Time Scale, and we have also attempted to improve
the Firing System by breaking away from the old close/medium/long range
approach to a system more closely related to the actual performance of a weapon
over the whole of its range. We have also envisaged actions involving large
numbers of figures, over 100 per side as wel l as the smaller clashes, and new
rules have been included to cover this aspect.

Because of the wide range and easy accessibi l ity of books on the period we felt
that our usual factual appendix would be superfluous. This has also enabled us to
keep the size and therefore the cost of the rules down.

These Rules have been del iberately kept to a
less detailed individual level than our other

Skirmish Rules because we felt that the period
® ng itself more to a group skirmish than to

single figures. However, the more detailed

approach is covered in our other sets of rules,

should you wish to introduce the more com-

pi ex ideas covered in the Colonial Period and

'Mv Old West Rules then we suggest that you ex-

X  tract the mechanics, make the few minor
'  ' modifications necessary eg. to get the number

of phases needed for actions or movements because of the longer time scale of
this set of rules, and work them into your games.

If there are any questions, queries or suggestions on these or any of our rules we
wi l l be pleased to answer them providing a stamped self addressed envelope is
enclosed. It is also very helpful if you layout any questions requiring an answer
with room on the page for our reply.

MICRa-MaLD

IN/IICRO'IN/IOLD Station Rood, East Preston, West Sussex BN16 3AG
A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming (obtainable through this magazine)

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation

in America) by Tony Bath)
Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone,

5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against

Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (incl. rules

for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 19'^'^ Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (^6) including postage.
WARGAMFS TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic

battlefieldc55p ($2).
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moulds which were floating around when I was a hoy
hecause I distinctly rememher getting hold of thosetwo far figures, one standing and one kneeling, on either side of the photograph some 40 years ago and

there was a time when one could buy these moulds from advertisers in hoys magazines and such journals
as EXCHANGE AND MART. On rare occasions I managed to huy such a mould hut rarely got much out of it
except hurned fingers although 1 am sure the knack is not hard to acquire and has something to do with
coating the impressions in the mould with smoke from a candle flame before casting. A year or so hack
there was reviewed in these pages a similar kit of moulds with casting metal and ladle imported from
Sweden and I believe quite a number of wargamers cast large armies of their own - If only they had been
in 20 or 25mm scale how much more popular they would have beenl

On some of my forays into the Continent I have purchased and later described in the Newsletter
boxes of 20mm plastic figures (not unlike those produced by Airfix) under the trade name of ATLANTIC,
made in Italy but also sold in many toy shops throughout France. The range was described at some
length in these pages by Italian wargamers who kindly wrote in and gave details and at the same time
mentioned that these figures could also be obtained in 54mm and that the range included many Wild West
figures. Suddenly I find that they are readily available in this country and during the past couple of
weeks have seen them on sale in large numbers, in each case in a newsagents with a small toy counter
together with boxes of Italian made plastic kits of tanks, guns, etc. This afternoon I saw large
numbers of smaller boxes at 20p a box of 20mm figures of Custer's Last Stand, Sioux Indian camps and
bison hunts, German Panzer Grenadiers, American rangers and British "Royal Fusiliers" of World War II
and inumerous other ranges. These figures are not as good as Airfix but are very capable of conver
sion and at the price who could bother about mistakes? They provide a new range of figures - both in
wargames scale and suitable for the Individual wargamer (particularly he who wants some new Wild West
style figures) and when painted up and suitably mounted should look quite pleasing. If they are not
turning out Napoleonics and Ancients then they want their brains examined - if they are then they may
well be worth seeing and I shall keep my eyes open fdr them. Just in case they are not in the news
agents in the side streets of your district then you can obtain them from a newsagent/post office at
the top end of Lymington in Hampshire and at a newsagents opposite the Eye Hospital in Bedford Place
in Southampton.

As a shareholder in Airfix I am regularly sent their well produced coloured AIRFIX NEWS which
deals with all their latest products and contains some excellent photographs of various executives of
the company including John Gray who is well known to many wargamers if only because they have argued
with him about what Airfix should turn outl Sifting through its details of model railways, children's
prams, basins, shoes and other plastic items dear to the heart of the shareholder, I notice that they
claim to now be producing nearly 500 Airfix kits with over 30 new additions this year which include
some of interest to wargamers and military collectors - new 8th Army and Afrika Korps figures and
Bengal Lancers! The new range of trains includes a Wild West Adventure train set which incorporates
action features that introduce more human involvement and excitement other than watching the train go
round the track. This particular kit allows for train hold-ups, exploding bullion wagons, etc., etc.,
- might be very suitable for the Individual wargamer! I also notice that there is to be a new Airfix
Multi—pose" figure sets of Desert Rats and Afrika Korps containing 100 parts to enable models to be

mqde in a variety of positions as each set contains a variety of torsos, limbs, heads and weapons.
Obviously these are 54mm figures but they may well fit in to some of our plans.

This month the book page is rather full so, as these are advance notes and not reviews, I would
like to take the opportunity of referring to two new books to be published this Autumn by G.Bell and

which could be of the greatest interest to the wargamer. First we have Peter Young
and W.Emberton who have selected a carefully chosen variety of "SIEGES OF THE GREAT CIVIL WAR" to be
published in November at approximately £7.50p. Then there is an exciting sounding book by Philip
Warner (author of "Sieges of the Middle Ages") MAKING MODEL FORTS AND CASTLES. This is claimed to be
a simple instructional model building book in essence, explaining the reasons for the development of
various styles of fortification and examining in particular the Roman fort and camp, the mediaeval
motte and bailey castle, Harlech castle and the North Armerican settlers' forts. Illustrated details
are provided for the construction of models of each of these. No price is announced for this book
but It certainly sounds as though it might be right up our street. Further details later when I hone
to review it in these pages. ^

moment and Napoleonic is all the rage so apparently they have had no opportunity of actually play-
testing these rules. However, my son has gone carefully through them and gives the opinion that they
seem to be relatively uncomplicated so as to form a suitable basic set for the wargamer becoming
interested in this period that does not wish to be put off initially by anything that is too intricate
or requires a lot of brain bashing. If I have offended their devisor Mr. Faulkner by saying this then

can plead in mitigation that I am all for simple rules and, in my eyes, that gives them a head start!
It was early in the year that I heard self-satisfied whispers from Peter Gilder about the



HINCHliIFFE MODELS forthcoming range of Russian Napoleonic artillery and crews and I too felt a little
smug as 1 was aware that the guns were hased (with permission) on an excellent Illustrated article
published In WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER a year or so ago. At last these figures and equipment have appeared
before me and I think that there are few of us who would disagree that the five Horse artillerymen In
crested helmets will be a most colourful addition to our wargames armies. The other offerings In the
Russian Napoleonic range are a musketeer and musketeer officer In greatcoat and shako and two Moscow
mllltla, one with a pike - the latter are very colourful bearded figures and, as I believe they are
unique In that no one else produces them, might well start a rush for colourful If low quality"mllltla
units. There are a pair of beautiful Russian Uhlans - again I am told that no one else puts this
particular type of Russian cavalry out - If I am wrong then I shall expect heated letters from Neville
Dickinson and others I Purposely I have left to last that HINCHLIFFE speciality the artillery equipment
and I must confess that I am reviewing It without having made them up but It Is quite evident from the
beautifully detailed pieces that when comi)leted and painted, a clever photographer with a suitable
background could tool us Into believing they were tlie real large-as-1Ife Item. There are three of them
— a opdr gun, a limber and a lOpdr Lleoriie (howitzer). Also there Is an American War of Independence
3pdr Galloper Gun which can be purchased separately for 5'ip or part of a group with the horse to pull
It, a horse and rider and an attendanl. The hoise and rider are superb and the designer has really
caught the feeling of tlie man, slightly tired, and sitting Jut rather than on Ills horse. The guns look
as good as one always expects from Hinehiiffe.

Dave Jarvis Is tlie new designoi- pro
first two nffoj'ings - qOmra flgui'es ol' a
9th Lancers 1S20. For some reason it wa
"These figures I'cpresent his fii'sl cffor
as he gains experience we expect tii s wor
mutual advantage". Well, If this is how
results slionld be breathtaking! Wlii l i> I
large-seal figures and that, wlien eompl
not realjy do a great deal for me but I >
no doulit that it will become one of tlios
[teople win talk and which will turn up .
of tills period - I wish he had done a Ifa
liave a look at both of these excellent f
one of your interests.

dueing figures for HINCHLIFFE MODELS and In front of me are his
I'oung Guard Tirailleur Grenadier 1809 and an officer of the
s  thought necessary to put on the bottom of the list that
■ts, l iierefor-e at tliese standards and with a natural Impiuvement
k  to liocome one of our major lines wlilch can only be to our
lie goes for starters when lie really becomes gooil at It i he
can aiqireeiatc the work and craftsmanship that goes Into these

eted Lliey ai'e works of art, for some perverse reason they do
certainly feel that this 9th Lancer Is quite superb and I have
e figures (in the same way as the Ray Lamb Samurai) about which
at. many ligure competitions. I have no real interest In lancers
th Lancer of t.he Sikh War era! Nevertheless, I advise you to
Irst efforts if assembling and painting large-scale figures Is

Incidentally, 1 was very amused last week wlien In Brussels to greatly Impress a layman-comrade
when In an arcade in the centre of the city we saw some unpalnted castings set out for sale. Involun
tarily I said "They look just like Hlnchllffe models" and my comi'ade, who was around the far side of
the case and could read the labels was most Impressed tliat I recognised tiiem for what they were -
because they were indeed Hlnchllffe models on sale In Belgium's capital!

with Hi Ticli 111 f e, I note that they are putting out, on a direct mall basis onlv, a new series
5  which they claim to be tiielr new Connoisseur range for game and collector alikewitii loot figures and cavalry riders at 9p each and liorses at 12p (although their advert does not yet

Show any mounteoligures). At present the range consists of the Imperial Guard at Waterloo 1813. withOld Guam Grenadiers, Pioneers, Officers and Chasseui's In various positions; the Young Guard with
Voltigeurs and Officers and Guard Grenadier in wounded poses. Tlien there are the "Landsknechts at
Pdvid lod'i a set which includes a lieavy Renaissance gun wltli Landsknecbt gunners In appropriate
positions and with the equipment of l iie period. If this iattei- group match with the superb Landsknochts
1 Clewed in tne October MUST LIST I hen (lie Plke-and-Slio t wai'ganier Is certainly In for a ti'eat! Earlier
I reviewed the new liintli 11ffe 25mm Russian Napoleonic figures - as vou will see from their current
advcit this range is lar more extensive than my review nilglit Indicate as I only mentioned those figures
LiIclL J. nSCl SO(?ll«

Even before World War II when I was a lad, the ELASTOLIN plastic figures from Germany were as
m?! PJse on the market - and they still are! I note that Peter Kemplay of IB ChapelHill, Skipton, Yorkshire, now carries large stocks of these famous German plastic figures In ■'lO and
MerlTaev«M' i"" fabulous range of siege equipment and cannon. The range Includes Romans,
Mnnn+P I ' In r ei rA ' bikings, etc. , and sample packs can be obtained of one Foot and oneMounted in uOmm loi £1.jOp or one Foot ligure In 70mm for the same price, both Including postage and
Tnd^vMh"..i\i:'"'' h excellent wargamlng In a class somewhere betweenindividual Skirmish games and our normal activities.
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Italian plastic kit manufacturers ESCI have turned out two new 1:72nd scale plastic kits of
e wargamei- - a Ford FGT quad In one kit and the limber and 25pdr flold-gun In the other - the

■  both kits Is £1.20p.
\

HOPE DESIGN (Tlie Old Guard, Rothbury, Morpetli, Nortliumberlund NE6 57QJ) aie the English
1' tlie American MICRO ARMOUR SERIES whose latest output Includes modei'n editions of curretit
Warsaw Pact velilcles. Superbly cast with separate turrets and sub-turrets, etc., the new
Include the American M60A2, the Russian T62, PT76 light tank, ZSU23 SPAA gun, the BRDM2
sauce velilclo and an M113 APC at prices that range from AO to 72p plus VAT with five models

The recent surge of Interest In Fantasy wargamlng has put a lot of sets of rules on the market -
some good and others distinctly Indifferent. Claiming that, unlike earlier attempts at Middle Earth
rules, their rules have been designed specially for the purpose and not adaptations of existing ancient
r'ules, SKYTREX LIMITED, have just published a new set of Middle Earth wargames rules compiled bv tiro
South-East London Wargames Group, presented attractively In booklet form and selling for £1.05p.

SIMULATIONS rVND PUBLICATIONS UK have a new "Quadrlgame" on the Thirty Years War which provides the
four major battles of the period - Lutzen, Nordllngen, Rocrol and Freiburg. Supplied with the usual
pre-cut card counters and colourful hex maps It sells at £5.75p.



Illustrated here are the latest AIRFIX
HO/OO scale.wargames figures (reviewed in
last month's MUST LIST) which consist of a
set of World War II German paratroopers -
the picture ideally illustrates the fine
range of figures availahle in this set at
32p per box. Another new AIRFIX offering of
great interest to the Individual Skirmish
wargamer who has a feeling for the Wild West
is the new 1:32nd scale set of American 7th
Cavalry who, led hy General George Armstrong
Ouster, were wiped out in the last great
battle between the North American Indians
and cavalry at the Little Big Horn River in
Montana on 27th June 1876 (described as a
wargame in the hook "Battle Notes for War-
gamers" by Donald Featherstone, published hy
David and Charles in 197^). An ideal com
panion to the set of Indian figures already
in the Airfix range, the box contains 2k
pieces - 6 horses in varying poses, 6 riders
all firing either pistol or carbine and 1
guidon bearer with a trumpet and then there
are 6 foot figures which makes it possible
to "duplicate" the figures by having dis
mounted men. Selling at 62p, this is a most
attractive set.

A regular supporter of this magazine is
my old friend Ray, Beaton of WARRIOR METAL
MINIATURES who have just put out a completely
new series of 22 wargames figures for the
American War of Independence including Minute
men in a variety of positions. Continental
infantry, Iroquois warriors. Frontiersmen and
British Grenadiers, Scots Light Infantry and
officers and privates of British Line
Infantry together with figures from various
American Continental Line regiments such as
the Pennsylvania and 2nd New Hampshires and
a private of the Green Mountain Boys. War-
gamers know that WARRIOR figures always have
a style and personality of their own and,
although I have not seen this range, I have
no doubt that they are well up to the usual
standard of WARRIOR output. Also available
from this firm are two new 75mm figures by
Julian Benassi who has designed a World War
II Italian Infantryman of an Alpini mountain
regiment, wearing a Tyrolean hat with eagle
badge and feather, haversack and cape and
carrying a battered imitation leather suit
case as he is presumably on his way home
from the Russian front. Then there is a
5^mm Etruscian spearman of 300/^00 BC
carrying an enormous elaborately engraved
shield and wearing a plumed helmet and
cuirass. Both these are unusual subjects
and, when assembled, will paint up into most
attractive models.

Another supporter of this magazine with
regular advertising is the HARROW MODEL SHOP
whose JACKLEX 20mm range of wargames figures
represent to my mind just about the most
comprehensive selection of British Colonial
and 19th century figures around. The Sudan
Campaign is a great favourite of mine and
JACKLEX provide all those wonderful warriors
together with the Naval brigades and British
infantry of the period plus Gatling guns,
mule teams, field guns, supply wagons, etc.
Then there are Indian Army figures and
Indian Frontier Tribesmen to match plus a
British and a Zulu Army for the 1879 Zulu
War. If that is not enough they also supply
a Russian Army for the 1900 period which
opens up vast scope by being able to fiction
ally represent on the wargames table that
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nightmare of British 19th century Colonial thinking - the Russian threat to India! Finally, they have
a small hut interesting selection of German and British figures for World War 1. Look at the JACKLEX
range if you are thinking of starting out in a new period and you want figures that are just a little
unusual and smaller than our usual wargames scale.

The same thing applies in an even smaller scale hy setting up armies of HEROICS figures 1:300
scale figures which are really just ahout as exciting as anything around Because, although they are
so small they are wonderfully detailed and perfectly recognisable representations of the warriors they
are intended to be. Selling in packs of 50 infantry, or 20 cavalry at 60p, the range includes
Napoleonic period with Russian, Austrian, Spanish, Bavarian, Polish, French, British.and Prussian plus
a new range of Afrika Korps and Second World War figures of Russians, British, American, Germans, etc.,
together with modern period NATO and Warsaw Pact figures. The range also includes Ancient and American
Civil War and their future plans include English Civil War, Seven Years War, American War of Indepen
dence and other periods. HEROICS also supply modern period Micro Tanks and, with the available
infantry figures, could provide at a very low cost a most interesting and little explored wargaming
period - the possibilities of modern warfare are relatively limitless if only for the reason that no
body knows quite what everybody else has got so the wargamer with the searching mind (and time to
spare) could well set himself up in this period. HEROICS and ROS ; figures advertise regularly in this
magazine and ROS World War 11 Micro AFVs at 9p each are available in a wide range which also includes
some interesting railway items of armoured locos, tanks on flats, AA gun tracks, etc., of both Russian
and German origin. Take a look at the advert in this issue and see for yourself!

1  liave always been of the opinion that the "low profile" maintained by GREENWOOD AND BALL has been
quite unjustified as the figures they turn out are of high standard and certainly need bow their head
to no-one. Those among us who find shivers running up our spine at the thought of Fantasy wargaming
will no doult rush for their bheque book when they see the new GARRISON 25mm Sword and Sorcery range
(see advert elsewnere iri this magazine). Having a passing acquaintance with this period through the
osotei-ic activities of my son and his friends, it does seem to me as a mere layman that this range is
quite c ompi'eliens i V e and I have no doubt that once my son's eyes light upon it, the usual scraps of
paper will be in evidence as he works out exactly what he needs and how much it is going to cost and
with frequent references to calendars, seeking details of exactly how far away Christmas and his
birthday might he! If YOU have to wait that long then let us hope you will find it character-building,
hut if you have some ready casli and this is your metier, then sit down and write now!

PETER LAING continues to turn out, models in his quiet
he mentioned being uncertain as to his next range of new i
masteis in an effort to make up his mind! 1 am very pleas
been taken up in a big way in Australia because they repre
the 15mm scale, made by a man who lias literally devoted hi
with a sincerity and devotion tliat some might think is a t
ha\o dieams of chucking in our jobs and working at somethi
liad tlic courage to do this and deserves our support becaus
to the warsiameis whims and fancies.

and unassuming manner - in a recent letter
tems but that he was busily studying his
ed to note that Peter Laing's figures have
sent an almost unequaled range of figures in
s entire life to turning them out, doing so
rifle wasted on the wargames world! We all
ng that we really love - Peter Laing has
e in fulfilling his own ambitions he panders

MICRO MOLD (who advertise in this magazine) produce the BELLONA items for wargamers and the
latest in tneii' vac-foi'med dioiama/wai'game accessory series is Farm Set D15, including farm outhouses,
liaistacks, a farm trough, a well and a pig pen. All formed out of a single sheet of pale yellow
plastic tliey have to ho cut out separately hefoi'e use but the items are well moulded and will fit in
with almost any historical period. Suggested that, because of their lightness, they should be filled
interi'.ai ly witii Plas ter—of—Paris or Plasticene otherwise the battlefield tends to shift during tlie
lieat oi tlie action! The set which is 1:72nd scale so that it fits in with 20/25mm model soldiers,
costs 72p.

Tlie Individual Skirmish wargamer might find a great deal of interest from DIXON'S MINIATURES
(Asii Grove, 17 Ro>'les Head Lane, Longwood, Huddersf i eld, W.Yorks). Selling at £1.56p each these 5Aimm
figures include a Portuguese Iriegular 1S09; Frencli line infantryman in fatigue dress; „ Spanish
Gucri11oj-os; a British Light infantryman 1777; a selection of Boer farmers in various positions and a
Zulu wariior.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

One of the most exciting things tliat happen in the North of England is the Wargame and Militairia
Exhibition NORTHERN MILITAIRE '76 whicli is held annually at the Lancastrian Hall, Swinton, Manchester.
This year it runs on Saturday, 13th November from 10.30 to 7 p.m., and Sunday, l4th, from 10.30 to
5 p.m. The liall is a mile from tlie M62 motorway and 20 minutes from the Manchester centre by bus.
There is a car park for 500 cars, bar facilities and full catering. Not only is this lively affair
graced by the stands of every well-known manufacturer in the country but there are fine exhibitions
of figures to be seen plus numerous demonstrations of wargames and, perhaps best of all, the opportunity
of meeting old friends again. Hinchliffe Models Limited, who sponsor this affair, are to be complimen
ted on their efforts and deserve all possible support.

Coming regularly like Christmas and Easter, is the MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION, sponsored by Model
and Allied Publications (publishers of Military Modelling, Battle, Scale Models, etc.) This is always
an interesting event where one can get all the latest items on the trade stands besides making it a
rendezvous to see old friends who one can only get around to meeting perhaps once a year. It seems as
though this year is going to be a lot better than before because the Exhibition has moved to the brand
new Wembley Conference and Exhibition Centre right next to Wembley Stadium and the Empire Pool. It
will be on two floors, each greater in area than the total space available at the Exhibition's .recent
home at Seymour Hall in Central London". Obviously all those coming from outside town by car'this will
be a much easier place to reach and if you are going from London there is a very good underground
train service. The Exhibition runs from January 4th to the 15th 1977 (but not on Sundays) and full
details will be found in the advertisement in this issue.
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Kamikaze pilots - this book describes their train
ing, background and operations. As it does so it poses such fascinating questions as "Should not the
privates in these elite outfits be the sergeants and lieutenants in the conscript army? Is it wise to
cluster together the eager and the fit and throw them into hazardous and costly operations?" In no
way detracting from the courage, ability or results of elite forces, Roger Beaumont admirably assesses
their worth and impact in a manner that could well Influence the wargamer in his future choice of the
formations that make up his table-top armies. Like the recently reviewed FACE OF WAR, this book is a
unique modern thoughtful appreciation of a most interesting aspect of warfare rather than a trendy
denigration of cherished beliefs - read it and see for yourself!

HANDBOOK ON THE BRITISH ARMY edited by Chris Ellis and Peter Chamberlain. (sf" x 5f"; 23A pages;
innumerable photographs, black-and-white line drawings, maps and plans. Arms and Armour Press - £4.50),

During World War II the UoS. Army produced manuals on the opposing armies and many of them have
been re-printed in recent years, this much rarer work is TM 30-410 Handbook on the British Army, which
was produced early in 1943 to give an overall picture of the British Army, its equipment, uniforms,
organisation and tactics, to the American soldier. Considerably edited to correct errors and with
omissions and amendments that, with hindsight, improve the book, makes it a valuable and compact guide
to the British Army as it was in the middle of World War II as 1943 represents a good average of that
war's organisation of the British Army in general. It is an absolute mine of information by two
respected writers well known to current military collectors and militarists. After some introductions
and general notes it goes into the organisation of command, administration and tactics before consider
ing in detail infantry, airborne troops, artillery, anti-aircraft command. Royal Armoured Corps, Royal
Engineers, Royal Signals, Royal Army Service Corps, Royal Army Medical Corps, Royal Army Ordnance
Corps and other arms and services. Then there are ranks, uniforms and insignia; armament and equip
ment of infantry, artillery, anti-aircraft, defence against chemical warfare, armoured fighting
vehicles, and soft vehicles. There is a chapter on tactics and another on military intelligence in
the field. It is explicitly illustrated with photographs of uniforms, badges, weapons and the like
so that there is little doubt that its claim to be a complete reference book for the British Army of
World War II is more than justified. Quite invaluable to the wargamer building up armies for World
War II.

BRITISH TANKS OF WORLD WAR 2 by Terry Gander and Peter Chamberlain. (si" x 5i"; 64 pages* 70
photographs and 30 drawings. Patrick Stephens - £1.40p).

This small but highly detailed book gives a complete listing of all British tanks used during
World War 2, together with their main variants and details on their armament and camouflage schemes
so that it is of great value to modellers and wargamei's. It begins with two preliminary chapters
describing the outline history of British tank development before and during World War 2 and a short
note on American tanks in British service. Then there is a detailed data section which describes each
vehicle in chronological order under the headings of "Light"; "Infantry" and "Medium" or "Cruiser".
This section includes information on the development and active service use of each vehicle, listing
its derivatives such as mine clearing, bridge laying and flame throwing tanks and finishes with a data
table on a representative mark. Every British tank from the little Vickers Lights and the airborne
Tetrarch through the Cruiser tanks I to IV, Covenanter, Crusader, Cavalier, Centaur, Cromwell and
Comet, and the heavily armoured infantry Matilda, Valentine and Churchill, are covered in this way.
Then there is similar data on the main American tanks in British service - the Stuart, the Lee/Grant
and the Sherman plus chapters on British tank armament including the 2, 6 and 17 pdr guns and machine-
guns plus details on camouflage and markings in the European, North African and far-Eastern theatres.
This Airfix Magazine Guide 17 is a mine of information at a ridiculouslv low price, for'this day and
age.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE ANNUAL 6 FOR MODELLERS edited by Bruce Quarrie. (9i" x 7-4"; 100 pages; 132
photos; 171 drawings and 38 full-colour illustrations. Patrick Stephens Ltd - £2.50p). '

Lavishly illustrated and written by expert contributors to Airfix Magazine, this Annual is aimed



at those who want to get the utmost from their plastic construction kits. There are many features on
aircraft and ships hut of main interest to wargamers the articles hy John Sandars "Motor infantry in
the Desert"; uniform details of Chasseurs a Cheval de la Garde hy Bryan Fosten; German Steyr 6^0 truck
models in 1:76 scale and Ancient Roman artillery models and crews which will excite the wargamer in
this period. Then there is a fine article on re-vamping the Airfix French Foreign Legion fort hy our
old friend Terry Wise and another on 1:76 scale model CDL and Crane Matildas.

MODELL MAGAZIN WAR ALBUM (200 x 1,60 mm; 96 pages; pany photographs. Argus Books - £2.75p).

This soft linen covered hook is a collection of military, naval and aviation archive pictures,
mainly of German origin from the German puhlication "Model Magazine". The majority are World War 2
hut there are also some for World War 1 and between the wars; also all are previously unpublished and
many of them are rare and unique. There are six pages in colour and the text is in English and German.
There are a number of armoured vehicles among these photographs which may well ihhke this hook of value
to the modeller in this field.

MANUAL OF THE WAFFEN-SS - Badges. Uniforms and Equipment hy Walther-Karl Holzmann. (l^i x 210 mm;
96 pages plus A colour plates and numerous black-and-white drawings. Argus Books - £2.95p).

This compact hut comprehensive guide to the uniforms, badges, standards and equipment of the
Waffen-SS in World War 2 is hy a man who served in the German armed forces and has produced in colla
boration with BMSS members R. Marrion and D. Fosten. It includes many hitherto unpublished pictures,
fully detailed text, many uniform drawings and colour plates of camouflage patterns, legion badges,
rank badges and standards. If you want to become an authority on this infamous outfit then you will
learn all you need to know from this book - and I suppose there are some people who find them interest--
ing - but not me!

THE GUINNESS BOOK OF TANK FACTS AND FEATS by Kenneth Macksey. (9^" x 7"; 256 pages; dozens of
photographs and drawings both in colour and black-and-white. Guinness Superlatives Ltd - £4.95p).

This is the
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insight into the
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marks the book,

library on tanks

second edition of a work published four years ago which has since become recognised
t authoritative and popular volumes on armoured fighting vehicles. Beautifully pro
of new material, including a whole host of vehicles which were on the secret list
of in 1972, the book is literally invaluable to the wargamer interested in armoured

est tank wars including that of Yom Kippur are included together with a fascinating
latest technical discoveries and inventions which influence this aspect of warfare,
s collaborators are all ex—Royal Tank Regiment officers which, for my money, hall—
I think it is reasonable to claim that if you were only allowed one book in your
then this would have to be it!

F.104 STARFIGHTING IN ACTION by Lou Drendel. This is number 27 of the Squadron/Signal Publications
Aircraft Series and describes with dozens of pictures, drawings and some coloured plates what one
experienced Starfighter pilot described as "The most dangerous, insidious airplane that I have ever
flown, having many coffin corners that you can get yourself into without natural warnings and leaving
yourself no place to go!" If you are an aircraft buff then you will find this of vital interest.
Another Squadron/Signal publication is ARMEE DE L'AIR - a Pictorial History of the French Air Force
1937-1945. This is a very full pictorial history of the French Air Force with action photographs of
aircraft both during end pre-¥orld War II - as always, the photographs are very explicit and the book
includes nine full-page colour photographs depicting various types of aircraft respondent in their
camouflage and markings.

A SOLDIER OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST by Christopher Hibbert. (8" x 5i"; 121 pages. Squadron/Signal
Pub 1 i catioris^^DrsTTr~^Tr95TI

This is an American edition of a book first published in England in 1975 which was a reprint of a
remarkable little book published in Edinburgh in I8I9 as the journal of a soldier of the Highland Light
Infantry from I8O6 to I8I5 and subsequently edited by well-known British historian Christopher Hibbert.
Ranging from action in South America I8O6 up to the Battle of Waterloo, the book is a very detailed
and colourful description of the everyday life of a soldier during the Napoleonic Wars.

BOOKS OF RHODESIA (l37A Rhodes Street (l4th-I5th Aves) P.O.Box 1994, Bulawayo, Rhodesia), as
though hastening to put out every possible volume in their Rhodesiana Reprint Library, have recently
issued four fine volumes, all ably illustrating the courageous pioneering spirit of the early white
settlers which seems to have come to nought and to be discounted in the face of the political aspects
of Black majority rule. The first is Vol.1 THE WAR HISTORY OF SOUTHERN RHODESIA 1959-1945 (8|" x 5f";
353 pages; full coloured illustrations; many fold-out maps in colour and black-and-white; innumerable'
photographs. Rh.^15.75; R20.40 in South Africa). This is a reprint of a 1947 publication commissioned
by the Southern Rhodesian Government soon after the end of World War II and proudly relates the war
effort of a small Colony who came without hesitation or conditions to aid the Mother Country in her
hour of need. It begins immediately prior to the war and carries on through the Desert and in Africa
until September 1942. Volume 2 carries the story on until the end of the War and is to be published
shortly. Very readable and telling innumerable personal stories of Rhodesian soldiers and airmen, the
book throws extensive light on many aspects of the African campaigns which have rarely been considered
elsewhere in such detail. It is a fine book to add to those dealing with the history of World War II.

CAMP LIFE AND SPORT IN SOUTH AFRICA by T.J.Lucas. (8^" x 5i"; 260 pages; 4 pages of illustrations)

This is a book that the student of British Colonial warfare will find highly interesting as it is
the informative and lively account of a soldier's experiences in the Eighth and greatest of the wars
between white and black on the Cape eastern frontier lasting from 1850 to 1853. The author, a Cape
Mounted Rifleman, served throughout the hostilities and his experiences of Kaffir warfare are described
from an eye-witness viewpoint which reveals a great deal about little known aspects of Victorian
Colonial campaigns. Our old friend Sir Harry Smith (of the Peninsular and Sikh War fame) plays a
prominent part throughout and it is noticeable that the impetuosity he showed throughout his life did



not serve him In such good stead here as it might have done'.

'mitOUGH SHOT AMP FLAME hy J.D.Kestell. (Sf" x 5f"; 357 pages; 28 photographs).

Innumerable records oi the fighting of the 2nd Boer War have been left by British soldiers but
few personal accounts of the war have been published by the Boers in English and this volume originally
put out in 1903, is one of the most important. The author was an Afrikaner patriot who was present at
many of the significant engagements of the war which he describes in stirring style, especially his
account of Colenso and the Boer attempt to break into Ladysmith, his own adventures on commando and
of the guerilla warfare which took up the second half of the conflict. Naturally a trifle biased, the
author pays credit to the spirit of the British soldiers by saying of the attempt to save the guns at
Colenso "I do not think that a more heroic deed was done in the whole war". The photographs are
excellent and if you want to read a colourful and fascinating account of war from the "enemy's" view
point then this is your book!

RAIDERS AND REBELS IN SOUTH AFRICA by Elsa Goodwin Green. (87" x 5t"; 213 pages; 14 illustrations;
Rh.SjlO.35 (RI3.50 in South Africa).

This is the chronicle of a trained nurse who, found herself deeply involved with wounded prisoners
from the Jameson Raid and later in Rhodesia during the Mashona uprising. She graphically describes
the major campaigns in Mashonaland, the defeat and death of the rebel chief Makoni, the episode of the
Mazoe patrol and actions in the Hartley district. She writes warmly of that earlier perilous period
in Rhodesia's history and her story when read alongside that of Colonel E.A.H.Alderson in his book
"With the Mounted Infantry and the MMF I896", will give the Colonial wargamer a very fair picture of
a typical struggle faced by our grandparents in what was often a fierce and hostile land.

All these books of the Rhodesiana Reprint Library are beautifiilly bound and presented and Members
of the Books of Rhodesia Book Club and of the Africana Book Society receive a discount of 33'3'/^. The
student of British Colonial history will find them not only fascinating but almost unique in this
country because the dissemination of literature from Rhodesia has hardly been encouraged during the
past decade!

OPERATION WARBOARD by G^avin Lyall,
Limited - £3.90p).

(8f" X 6^"; 159 pages; 20 illustrations. A. and C. Black

In the far distant past when wargamers were thin on the ground, one of my greatest pleasures was
to spend a weekend at Dover wargaming with Charles Grajit and his son Charles Junior (now a Captain in
a Highland Regiment). I found their father/son wargaming relationship most stimulating and I have
never lost my admiration for Charles Grant's manner of "master-minding" the game so that it flowed
swiftly, realistically £ind without dissent. On opening this book, it immediately became apparent
that the author Gavin Lyall had managed to work a similar miracle with his elder son Bernard - so now
that is two fathers and sons I envy because all my efforts to achieve the same relationship with my
15 year old son never result in anything like the Lyalls and the Grants have had! Dealing exclusively
with wargaming in the World War II period, I found this a most inspiring and stimulating book that has
caused me to already spend some hours this weekend reorganising the dusty and rarely used British and
German infantry and armour forces described seven years ago in Chapter 15 of my book "ADVANCED WAR-
GAMES". Gavin Lyall's book is redolent with enthusiasm and undoubtedly, as he claims, it describes
about the cheapest possible way of wargaming, using the readily available 20mm plastic figures and
vehicles. Because of the close affinity between the two opponents there is much accepted and taken
for granted in this book that might well be a ,source of discussion or even argiment between opponents
lacking such ties. Nevertheless, this is wargaming at its best and as it should be, aided by easily
understood relatively basic rules - and everyone knows that 1 always go for the simple rules! I
imagine that if you are not fanatical about accuracy and detail and you do not press too hard, that
these rules will, give you a fast moving and very realistic game. The book covers all sorts of
suggested wargames including, for the first time in my recollection, various aspects of the D-Day
landings. A very worthy addition to the literature of wargaming.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE

Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order to Wargamer's Newsletter,
69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be purchased at the Tradition shop
in London (but without personal inscriptions and autograph).

WARGAMES - £3.00p. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. ADVANCED WARGAMES - £3.25p.

WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.45p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.1 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £4.35p.

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.11 1420-1783 - £3.75p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill

1792-1859 - £4.90p. BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £4.45p. BATTLES NOTES FOR

WARGAMERS - £4.00p. SOLO WARGAMES - £2.90p. WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL

PERIODS - £4.25p. TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p.

SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p. POITIERS 1356 - £1.50p. AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - £1.65p.

MacDONALD OF THE 42nd - £3.35p. COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p.

CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p. OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS 1895-1918 by L.Richards - £1.65p.

BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS BATTLES NOTES FOR

WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL



ffOnCE BOARD
LEEDS WARGAME CONVENTION 1976. Date - 11th December 1976; Place - Rlley Smith Hall, Leeds

University Union; Times^ a.m. to 6.30 p.m; Events - (l) Trade stands; (2) A wargames competition
with 2-man teams in Ancient and Napoleonic periods. WRG rules; (3) Military painting and modelling
competition and (4) Western Gunfights, Gladiators, Matchstick Napoleonics and many other attractions.

Anyone interested in entering the wargame competition should contact J.McIntosh, Plat 6 Abbey
Court, 32a Morris Lane, Leeds LS5 3JD. Tel. 757663. This is a joint venture of the Leeds University
Union and Leeds City Wargames Clubs.

ooOoo

WANTED URGENTTjY- Ros 25mm Roman Legionaries and Hinchliffe 25mm Napoleonic Prussians. Send details
to 46 Oakleigh Park South, Whetstone, London N20 9JN; Tel. 01-445-2004; A.Conway.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 1974 inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or 11 for 03-5o). Back numbers March 1974 to
date can be obtained from TRADITION (5A and 5B Shepherds Street, Mayfair, London W,I.) at 35p per copy
including postage or FULL YEAR at £2.50p plus 62p postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5A and 5B Shepherds Street, Mayfair, London W.l.

LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - October 1976. Begins with a useful Modellers' Diary and, for the wargamer in
cludes an interesting illustrated article on this year's Artillery Day at Larkhill* modelling a
Sherman 'Crab' flail tank from the Airfix kit; Terry Wise on modelling World War II armoured trains;
Wargames Terrain; plus latest news on models, kits, books, etc.

BATTLEFLEET - Vol.9: No.6 - magazine of the Naval Wargames Society. Contains details of forth
coming Naval campaigns plus articles on the Italian Navy in 1866 and other items of naval wargaming
interest.

MILITARY MODELLING - October 1976. A beautiful coloured cover and illustrated article inside
about the War in the Sudan - the start of a new British Colonial Wars series. Besides features on

latest kits, models, figures, books, etc., and news of the wargaming and modelling world, contains
well illustrated features and articles on dioramas, modelling terrain, etc., but those pictures in
the Colonial article really take my fancy!

NORSEMAN - the M.A.W.S.Club Magazine - September 1976. Contains a battle report on the Northern
American Revolution wargame; a review of Warrior figures, more about W.R.Gs 5th amendment rules and
other features of interest to wargamers.

SLINGSHOT - September 1976. Erudite and authoritative as always, contains articles on the Battle
of Gaza 312 BO; the Battle of Bosworth; a wargame report; the usual correspondence and arguments about
various matters of Ancient wargaming interest; Ancient Naval wargaming; Wargaming with Sassanids; a
Fantasy Wargame narrative chronicle; warfare in Ancient China; The Seleucid Army; and camels.

SOLDIER - October 1976. Includes an interesting illustrated article on the Museum of the Royal
Hampshire Regiment plus news items on the Modern Army and features on military L.Ps, books, models, etc.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue No.33. Beautifully produced as always and includes articles on U.S.Tanks 1914-
45; Kharkov 1943; Liverpool Blitz; the Ironclad Huascar; the Waffen SS and fast missile boats. This
unique magazine now seems to be firmly established and even the most discriminating militarist will
find something in each issue that will interest him.

"Talking of battlefields, I can claim to live on one of the most historic sites in Britain (my
'home' as opposed to my married quarter in London of course). My mother's house is on the site of the
Battle of Hastings, a matter of a hundred yards or so from the spot where Harold fell. I remember
when I was home on leave one summer, before I was married, I woke in the night to hear sounds of
shouting, crashing steel, etc., - it may have been a dreeun, or imagination, the wind even, but it was
quite real at the time."

Sgt. Leslie Watling, RTR.

ooOoo



History in
perspectiveSix great new books from Osprcy

Men-at-Arms
Edited by Martin Windrow

Military modellers throughout the world rely on this excellent series for
the best colour and detail reference. Each book contains up to 40 mono
chrome prints, 8 pages of superb colour plates and a short history of the

I unit or campaign described.
The Sudan Campaigns
Robert Wilkinson-Latham, with colour plates by Michael Roffe
TheextraordinarystoryoftheSudan'srevoltagainst Egypt, culminating

in the Mahdi's defeat of Gordon at Khartoum. Illustrations include colour
plates of the famous Dervishes and many contemporary photographs.
Rommel's Desert Army
by Martin Windrow, with colour plates by Michael Roffe
In this study of the Afrika Korps the role of the Italian Forces, usually

slighted or ignored, is given proper recognition both in the text and in the
colour plates.
Scandinavian Armies in the Napoleonic Wars
by Jack Cassin-Scott, with colour plates by Michael Roffe
The first book to be devoted entirely to this subject, by one of the most

famous professional military modellers.
Napoleon's German Allies (2) Nassau & Oldenburg
by Otto von Pivka, with colour plates by G. A. Embleton
A sequel to the title on the confederations of Westfalia and Kleve-3erg,

completingthe history of the role of German troops in Napoleon's campaigns.
£1.95each.

The Story of the Guards
by Sir Julian Paget, with a Foreword by Prince Philip
The first complete history of all seven Guards regiments. Written by a

former Guards officer, it examines a unique military tradition, grounded
in the discipline and heroism of 300 years.
Illustrated with magnificent colour plates. £ 12.50.

Hitlers Generals
by Richard Brett-Smith
A fascinating account of the characters and careers of 82 of the Third

Reich's greatest generals, including the Luftwaffe generals, and their
relationships with Hitler, the Nazis and each other,
llk^trated with portraits and carnpaign maps. £5.95
fV/ - M Available from booksellers, or in the case of difficulty direct from

^ Osprey Publishing Ltd.. 12-14 Long Acre. London WC2E9LP.

.r

* Please send me copy iesof

(  1 enclose cheque 'P.O. value £ (please add 15% for p&p)

Name

.  Address

[ Ofitiirofr WON, 117.,
.  y (Memlvr Company of thv Ca'orye Philip Ciroup)



HOW BOB JENNER DETAILED
THE NEW "MATCHBOX" PANZER IIAUSF-F

FORTHE 21st FANZER DIVISION.

ferejnmv^

.^•1 i-.

2is? Panzer Division lank detailed by Bub Jcnncr troni a "MAICHBUX "Pan/or H AusI h kit [PK <sj Pin.c ).

Every military vehicle Bob
Jenner makes or assembles is

preceded by lengthy research
through his vast l ibrary of books on
the subject.

In the case of the new
"MATCHBOX" 1:76 scale Panzer II

Ausf-F kit, it led Bob to decide on
changing it to an Ro3 Divisional
Signal Officer's Tank of the 21st
Panzer Division.

ROMMEL'S EQUIPMENT.
This was the tank which,

together with the Panzer 1 1 1, formed
Rommel's main equipment when he
landed in North Africa.

The kit comes complete with
paint plans and decals for the 10th
Panzer Division, 14th Pz. Korps,
Eastern Front, Summer 1941 and
the 15th Panzer Division Africa

Korps, Apri l 1942.
But for the 21st Panzer Division

vehicle Bob had In mind, he selected
decals from the 'Almark' accessories
range.

The kit offers an enthusiast
plenty to work on apart from the

: could fit a stretched spru

obvious "weathering'.'
Bob searched through his spares

box for track link which he fitted as

spaced armour for increased front
protection.

He also felt the model would
benefit from a figure in the
tank and this he also supplied from
his spares box.

He l ifted a corner of the tool box

at the rear of the tank with a scalpel
to suggest battle damage and cut
through the front track guard to
achieve the effect of a broken right
hinge.

The aerial is made from stretched
spru and fitted into a base and
swivel bracket that Bob made from
'Plasticard!

PERFECTIONIST VIEWPOINT
He also felt from a perfectionist

viewpoint that the aerial guard
supports needed to be squared
up and trued.

To add realism. Bob dri l led holes
in the dummy driver's visor with a
No.78dril l bit and alsodri l led
through the moulded tow bracket

The three jerrycans are 'Armtec'
accessories held in position with
cotton tied through the engine gri l le
and Bob also added a packing case
from a 'Peco' N-gauge wagon load.

He didn't use the Diorama

display base or either of the
standing figures supplied with the
kit. Instead he loaded the hul l with
Plasticine to give the model extra
weight so that the tank would sit
down into the track,

HIGHLY REALISTIC
The result is a highly realistic

model and a fine example of Bob's
ski l l. He's been makmg models
since he was a young boy and has
specialised in military vehicles since
joining MAFVA (Miniature Armoured
Fighting Vehicle Association) back
in 1969.

He is now a committee member
of MAFVA London Group. New
members are always welcome and
should contact the Secretary,
Gary Wil liams, 15 Berwick Avenue,
Heaton Mersey, Stockport SK4 3AA,
Cheshire.

Bob scooped the 'Best of Show'
award intheClub'sclosedchampion-
ship this year and went on to win
first prize in the soft skin class with
the same model at the MAFVA
championship at Cambridge in July.

And his final verdict on the new

"MATCHBOX" Panzer II Ausf-F?
Very good al l round."The

moulding is of a high standard" he
said and pointed out the exhaust as
a particularly good example of the
fine detai l an enthusiast can expect
from this new kit.

Lesney Products & Co. Ltd.,
Lee Conservancy Road, London
E9 5PA.

"MATCHBOX" is the reRistered Trade Mark of Lesney Products & Co. Ltd., England. •Recommended retail price at time of going to press.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors: Eric W. Know las and Ivy B. Knoyvies

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISING FOR WARGAMERS & MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:

HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET

ROSE

OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us . . .

Ships by:
NAVWAR

ENSIGN

FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

V? RUSKIN ARMS
PUBUCHOUSE

HIGH SI NORTH

EASTHA/H
DISTRICT LINE

■«-

NEW/MODEL
ARMy I 1
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

RANGE

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

LUNDEN WAPENTAKE
Caxton Hall, London

On Saturday the 6th of Novcmlier, Harold Wood Wargamers presents a
day's wargaming and modelling competitions, plus trade stands, display
games etc. So come and join lis for a great day's wargaming.

Ca.xton Hall
Caxton St. London

nearest tube st.
St. .lames Park

Doors open 10.30 am
Admission 40p

For more information

contact Wapentake Sec.
48 Westmoreland Ave.
Hornchurch, F^ssex
tel. Hornchurch 46734
after 7 pm. weekdays



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd.
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc.

ADDITIONS TO 30mm. 'PARADE' SERIES

I
fi r

THE BANDS OF THE ROYAL AIR FORCE
(and Royal Air Force Regiment)

The reference numbers for these figures are the same as our existing range of
bandsmen etc., as listed in our catalogue, but with the prefii letters PF/.

All at 30p each.
The marching figures illustrated above are the existing PA/S type. Price 25p each.

The Officer is new figure type PF/0. Price 30p each.

All prices include postage & VAT. , Catalogue/Handbook 60p (inch postage)

The Square. Earls Barton. Northampton. NN6 ONA England. Telephone Northampton 810 612

THE ROYAL NAVY

PN/E Officer carrying
ensign 30p

PN/C Petty Officer
carrying S.L.R 25p

lJuv i( with .-u'cess

GREENWOOD
(^BALL LTD
61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES.

TEESSIDE.

GARRISON 25mm

NEW SWORD AND SORCERY RANGE

NEW LASSET 54I\/1M

LC2073 Mounted Knight 14th C.

Partial Plate Armour

551 White Magician

552 Barbarian Hero

553 Shimite Guard

554 Northman with Mace

555 Mountain Troll

556 Frost Giant (35mm)*
557 Northman Archer

558 Northman Spearman
559 Northman with Axe

5510 Northman St. Bearer

5511 Snow Ape (35mm)*

5512 Demon

THE

FINEST

MILITARY MINIATURES

IN THE

WORLD

L708 Grenadier; Highland Regiment 1815
L709 Officer (Kilt and Plaid) Highland Regiments
LNP1 Polish Officer of Infantry 1812
LNP2 Polish Voltigeur 1812

The finest animated figures available

SSI 3 Winged Demon*

SSI 5 Hawkman*

SSI8 Winged Serpent*
SSI 9 Bosnian Archer

5520 Aquiland Pikeman
5521 Aquiland Infantry
5522 Aquiland St. Bearer

5523 Aquiland Dark Legion
5528 Nimidian Infantry
5529 Nimidian Guard

5530 Nimidian St. Bearer

SS34 Corinthian Infantry

5536 Pict

5537 Amazon Archer

5554 Wizard of The Dark Circle

5555 Druid

SS61 Enchantress

*25p Each
Other Figures at Standard Price.

PLEASE ADD 10% P.P.

Orders Over £10 Post Free

In USA

Coulter Benitet Lid .

12158 Hainlin St..

Norih Hollywood,

Ciihf 91606

In France

Arlod S A

8 PI Des Victoires,

Pans 75002.

In Canada:

Sabre Model

Supplies,
480 RIdfall St..

Ottawa, Ont.



SPECIALISTS IN METAL

MILITARY MINIATURES

103 WALSALL ROAD ■ LICHFIELD STAFFS

Telephone: LICHFIELD 53180

VJe seem to have spent all our time lately plugging MBG and

Project 300 - but please don't think that's all we stockl

Try us also for Hinchcliffe, Stadden, Hinton-Hunt, Minot,

Phoenix, Greenv/ood and Ball, Rose, Old Guard, Minifigs,
Lamming, Leicester Micro, Kirk Miniature Figurines, plus

wargames rules and accessories by various well-known concerns

-  not to mention Plaka paints, et cetera, -et ceterai

We'll mail stuff anywhere (provided you have a local postal

.service, of course) - try us. and seel

LAMMING
MINIATURES

FOR TOP CLASS 25mm MODELS IN HIGH
QUALITY METAL, SUITABLE FOR WARGAMES,
DIORAMAS, COLLECTORS.

Napoleonic Foot, Cavalry and Equipment
Medievai (Crecy-Agincourt) foot, cavairy, equip

ment and crusaders

Arcients, Sassanid, Parthian, Greek, Phiiistine,
Nubian, Ancient Briton etc.
Roman Empire (first century)

Normans and Saxons

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN & BATTLE RULES
(one-to-one)

- PLUS FICTIONAL MAPS -
BY REQUEST - WESTERN GUNEIGHTERS

For conversion of 54mm Figures
Winchester Rifle — iOp

Colt Dagoon Pistol — lOp
Pair of Hands — lOp

Also Lee Enfield (1914-18) 54mm

For compiete catalogue send 20p to:
45WENLOCK ST.,
HULL. HU3 IDA

OVERSEAS — CATALOGUE 40p



THE

^ALRY

hDrnx) BY

JAMES LAWFORD

fiViA '■
TRIUMPHS OF

MIIJ-I ARV liORS

Edited by Lt.Col James Lawford
This new book looks back in time to the centuries before the advent of modern warfare when

mounted soldiers were critical elements on the battlefield. It examines in detail the
development of the Cavalry and how they trained, lived and fought. Fully illustrated in

colour and black and white. The Editor, Lt. Col. James Lawford, M.C. is Senior Lecturer
at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst and is an expert on the Napoleonic period.

SBN: 562 00046 1 176 pages 30.8 x 21.3cm £6.95

Berkshire House, Queen Street, Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 INF.



MARLBURIAN 15 METAL
mm FIGURES

F501 Musketeer in hat, firing
F503 Musketeer in hat,

marching
F505 Standing drummer, hat
F507 Musketeer in hat

loading
F509 Pikeman, helmet,

marching
F511 Officer with drawn sword
F513 Peasant with cudgel
F515 Dismounted Dragoon

firing
A503 Gunner with handspike
A505 Gunner with bucket
M501 Mounted trooper, helmet
M503 Mounted trooper, hat
M505 Mounted trumpeter,

helmet

M507 Mounted dragoon
A501 Culverin

F1 CX)1 Highlander with
lochaber axe

F1003 Highland piper
F1005 Highlandstandard bearer
F1007 Lowland musketeer on

guard
F1009 Highlander firing

8p
8p
12p

SCOTTISH

F502 Pikeman helmet repel
cav

F504 Standard bearer
F506 Standing Pikeman, hat
F508 Pikeman, helmet,

standing
F510 Officer with partisan
FBI2 Scots musketeer firing
F514 Peasant with billhook
FBI 6 Dragpon horse holder
A504 Gunner holding sponge
A506 Gunner with portfire
l\/1502 Mounted Cuirassier
M504 Mounted armoured

lancer

M506 Mounted standard
bearer, hat

M508 Riderless horse for
F516

A502 6 pdr. Cannon or Saker

ARMY

F1002 Highland Chieftain
F1004 Highland drummer
F1006 Highland clansman

with claymore
F1008 Highlander adv.
F1010 Lowlander firing
M1001 Mounted Highland Off.

AUSTRALIAN AGENT;— "Battlefield"
P.O. Box 47, Wahroonga 2076 Australia.

Send 12p for sample figure and full list of a total of over 500 items in 15mm from
Ancients through to World War I.

Cash with Order. Packing and Postage extra.
Orders up to and including f1 please add 14p

Orders of £6 and over POST FREE
Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. 80p

PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

Grenadier marching (mitro) 4p
Private marching (tncorn) 4p
Hautboy marching (tricorn) 4p
Drummer marching {tricorn} 4p
Officer with standard

marching 4p
Officer with halfpike,

marching 4p
Sergeant standing, with

halbert (mitre) 4p
Grenadier firing (mitre) 4p
Private firing (tricorn) 4p

' Grenadier standing, sfiouider
(mitre) 4p

Private standing, shoulder
(iricorn) 4p

Drummer standing (tricorn) 4p
. Officer with standard,

standing 4p
. Officer with haifpike,

standing 4p
I Sergeant marching, halbert

(tricorn) 4p
i Sergeant standing, halbert

(tricorn) 4p
' Grenadier drummer.

marching 4p
! Grenadier, drummer,

standing 4p
I Grenadier, lighting grenade 4p
) Grenadier, throwing grenade 4p

Grenadier, advancing 4p
Private (tricorn) advancing 4p

I Grenadier kneeling 4p
I Private (tricorn) kneeling 4p
) Field Guide 4p
1 Gunner with wheelbarrow 4p

A102 Gunner with sponge.
horizontal

A103 Gunner with handspike 4p
A104 Gunner with port fire 4p
A105 Gunner with sponge vertical 4p
A106 Drover with whip, walking 4p
A107 6-pdr. cannon (4-part kit) 1 2p
A108 Limber (3-part kit) 12p
A109 Pioneer with pick 4p
A110 Pioneer with shovel 4p
All 1 Tumbrel cart (3-part kit) 12p
A11 2 Muleteer

All 3 Powder cart (3-part kit) 12p
All 4 Gunner with barrel 4p
A11 5 Pontoon 16p
A11 6 Howitzer (3-part kit) 12p
A11 7 Pontoon wagon (5-part kit) 1 6p
A11 8 24-pdr. Siege cannon

(4-part kit) 12p
A11 9 Gunner with bucket 4p
A120 Gunner with cannon ball 4p
A121 Mortar l^p
A122 4-wheeled mortar card 16p
A123 4-wheeled baggage wagon 16p
A124 Gabion ''2p
M101 Dragoon, musket slung.

horse walking 8p
M102 Dragoon, musket at port,

horse walking 8p
M103 Mounted Officer. 8p
M104Draught horse, walking 8p
MIOBCavalry. charging 8p
MIOS Mounted drummer 8p
M107 Mounted trumpeter 8p
M108 Standing draught horse 8p
MIOSBavanan Cuirassier 8p

HARROW
TELEPHONE:
01-427
0387

THE MODEL SHOP
31 ST. ANN'S ROAD,
HARROW, MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm
FOOTSp CAV'19p

NEW! The Sudan Campaign
E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off. 35
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35
FIG Baggara Standard Bearer on Came! 35
F1 Hadendowah Swordsman

F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman

El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf, Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Off.

F4 Jihadia Rifleman

F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL CATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 7

COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules. 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £2.

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun, limber, 6 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc., £2.

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY
B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf. Kneeling Firing

B5 Inf. Standing Firing
B6 Inf. Advancing
B7 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B8 Inf. Marching
B9 Highland Off. Marching-
Bio Highland Off. Firing Pistol
B11 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
B12 Highland Inf, Kneeling Firing
B13 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
B14 Highland Inf. Advancing
B15 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B16 Highland Inf.
BC1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
B17 Officer Marching
BIB Officer Firing Pistol
B19 Infantry Lying Firing
B20 Infantry Kneeling Firing
B21 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
B23 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
B25 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY

BZ1 Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
BZ5 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
BZ8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZl Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN

T1 Chief
T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 (Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung

RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Coassack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer. 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling, Set 50p
Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling. Set 50p
FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY

H6 Infantry Advancing
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer

All First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order; Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION

Bffl 46th Model Engineer
$0 Exhibition

JANUARY 4th-15th, 1977 (not open Sundays)

AT WEMBLEY CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION CENTRE
Locomotives, Boats, Aircraft, Traction Engines, MiUtaria, Woodwork, Crafts —

Bigger, Better
WHERE?
The Model Engineer Exhibition is moving to Wembley, and

will be the first public exhibition to be held at the superb new
Wembley Conference and Display Centre. If ypu've been
through Wembley recently, this is the huge circular building on
Empire Way, between the Empire Pool and the Squash Centre
on one side, and York House and the London Esso Hotel on the
other, all within a stone's throw of the famous Stadium.
As we have previously mentioned, the display area occupies

two floors: these are at the rear of the Centre, reached through
the main front entrance or, at extra busy times, through a
second entrance at upper floor level, reached via a pedestrian
walkway. Automatic ticket desks are expected to be in use at the
main entrance, which should reduce queueing time to a
minimum; any brief wait would be under cover.

WHEN?
The opening dates are Tuesday, January 4th to Saturday,

January 15th, 10 a.m. — 8 p.m. daily, except the last day, when
the Exhibition closes at 7 p.m. It is not open on Sunday the 9th.

HOW.,.
Much to go in? Admission at the door for adults will be 50p.,

children over 5 and still at school 30p., prices inclusive of VAT.
Under 5s not yet at school are not charged.
Pre-booking tickets are available and avoid waiting. Single

price or small parties of up to 10, adult 45p., child 25p. Parties of
more than 10, adult 40p., child 20p. Teachers in charge of
parties free in ratio of one per 10 in party. Family tickets are also
available (in advance only) at £1.25 for two adults and two
children plus 20p. per extra child '

Visitors arriving after 7 p.m. will be entitled to entry at 30p.
Season tickets are not normally available but the Exhibition
Manager may be prepared to make specific arrangements in
special circumstances.

TRAVEL
Rail travel to Wembley is available from Euslon and

Marylebone, but most travellers by public transport will
probably use the Underground service; both Bakerloo and
Metropolitan lines (via Baker Street) serve Wembley Park
Station, which is five minutes' walk away, along the same road.
Wembley Central Statioi^ is a little further away and has a
limited Underground tram service, but is an alighting point for
some Birmingham — Euston main line trains.
By road, Wembley is easily reachable, lying only a minute or

two west of the North Circular Road. Local permanent
signposting to the Wembley complex exists over quite a wide
radius, and although peak-hour traffic on the main roads in the
vicinity can be quite heavy at times, it really is quite simple for
drivers unfamiliar with London to reach the Exhibition without
driving through the more confusing parts of the city.
There are extensive car parks adjacent to the Centre, and

most people are glad to pay the modest charge for the
convenience of parking close and without the worry of meter
time running out. Coaches coming to the Exhibition only should
make this clear, preferably by displaying a poster in the front
window, otherwise they may be directed to the Ice Show coach
park, which could mean that the coach could not be driven out
until the end of the current performance.

CATERING
Wembley has extensive new catering facilities in the Centre

Itself, ranging from a tea/coffee bar and alcohol bar on the
Exhibition upper floor to a snack and light refreshment bar and
an attractive restaurant on the next floor. Prices and quality will,
we believe, prove attractive, and group or party arrangements
can be made in advance by writing to the Catering Manager,
Wembley Conference Centre, Wembley, HA9 ODW.

COMBINATION TICKETS
Details are given elsewhere of facilities available for

combination rail and accommodation "packages " offering two
nights in a choice of hotels plus tail fare and Exhibition
entrance These represent good value and offer an opportunity
of, in effect, a three-day trip which could be used to take in that
long-promised visit to, say, the Maritime or Science Museum
etc. as well as a West End theatre or even the Oxford Street
sales.

Clubs and families may like to know that details are being
finalised for combination tickets covering the Exhibition and the
adjacent Ice Show; this year it is "Sleeping Beauty on Ice" and
these Wembley spectaculars have a well-deserved reputation
for quality and entertainment value. Unfortunately, it will not be
possible to offer reduced combination tickets for Saturdays, but
there are three Saturday performances of the show if the
families want to go there while the modellers spend the time in
tfie Exhibition.

OTHER ATTRACTIONS
With cinema and theatre facilities available in the Centre, film

shows, talks and demonstrations of interest to Exhibition
visitors are being arranged. What is on, and when, will be
displayed on a board at the M A P. stand and tickets will be
available (at nominal cost only) to ensure that enthusiasts can
reserve a seat at the feature of their choice without wasting
time in queues. Full details are still to be finalised, but it is
expected that talks and demonstrations on such subjects as lost
wax casting, woodworking, boiler-making and the like will be
taking place, plus railway and aviation films. These are in
addition to the many demonstrations which will be taking place
on some of the 132 stands, including lathework, brazing, milling
and other workshop practices, lapidary, enamelling, wargames,
miniature weapon-making, cart making, wood turning and
machining, boatbuilding — a real feast of how to do it.
There is this year a special Woodworker "show within a

show" where expert advice on hand and power tools, and all
aspects of carving, machining etc. will be displayed. This time,
too, the demonstration area for electric flying models is at floor
level, and this will permit the operation of R/C vehicles from
time to time

Many standholders have booked space for the first time,
adding to the variety and choice of tools etc; they include model
retailers, small gauge model railway suppliers, small lathes,
specialist tool merchants, and so on.

Lots to see, lots to learn, lots to buy — you just can't afford to
miss this 46th ExhibitionI

Advance bookings and details from the Exhibition Manager,
M.A.P. Ltd., P.O. Box 35, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP1 1EE.

MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION



AIRFIX NEW MODELS FILE
AFRIKA KORPS

NEW MULTI-POSE KIT

In 1941 the German High Command
considered the strategic possibi l ities of conquering
Egyptand the Suez Canal. In February,the5th Light
Division containingelementsfromtheSrd Panzer
Division were despatched to Tripol i and renamed
the 21st Panzer Division, I n Apri I they were joi ned by
the 15th Panzer Division.

Together they formed the Deutsche Afrika
Korpssubsequently known as the Afrika Korps under
the command ofCeneral Rommel, who was promoted
in September 1941 to the rank of Field Marsfial.

In 1942 Rommel lost at Fl Alamein and finally
on May 13,1943 the African campaign ended in
victory for the British Eighth Army (the Desert Rats).

The Airfix Afrika Korps comeasa multi-pose
kit-a totally new concept in model soldier kit
building. Each box contains over 100 polystyrene
parts which are interchangeable so you can cement
them together in a variety of positions.

There's a wide variety of equipment and
uniforms,too,includingtropical and steel helmets,
high-laced leather and canvas boots and weapons.

For up-to-date news and details of Airfix
models get the Airfix magazine, price 25p.

Also available are a set of detailed Airfix Books.
These give al l the background information to such
models as the HMS Victory, Cutty Sark, Mayflower,
Spitfire, Messerschmitt Bfl09, P.51 Mustangand
Hawker Hurricane. -

jRFi:

Alrika Korps 1:32 Scale.
New to the world's bissest range

of construction kits.

DESTROYED BY RATS.

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


